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Abstract 
 
     
 
This thesis describes the research undertaken for a degree of Master of Science in a retrospective study                 
of airborne remotely sensed data registered in 1990 and 1993, and field captured data of aquatic humus 
concentrations for ~ 45 lakes in Tasmania. The aim was to investigate and describe the relationship             
between the remotely sensed data and the field data and to test the hypothesis that the remotely sensed                 
data would establish further evidence of a limnological corridor of change running north-west to south-           
east. 
 
The airborne remotely sensed data consisted of data captured by the CSIRO Ocean Colour Scanner 
(OCS) and a newly developed Canadian scanner, a compact airborne spectrographic imager (CASI). 
The thesis investigates the relationship between the two kinds of data sources. 
 
The remotely sensed data was collected with the OCS scanner in 1990 (during one day) and with both                
the OCS and the CASI in 1993 (during three days). The OCS scanner registers data in 9 wavelength               
bands between 380 nm and 960 nm with a 10-20 nm bandwidth, and the CASI in 288 wavelength                  
bands between 379.57 nm and 893.5 nm (ie. spectral mode) with a spectral resolution of 2.5 nm. The 
remotely sensed data were extracted from the original tapes with the help of the CSIRO and supplied 
software and digital sample areas (band value means) for each lake were subsequently extracted for                 
data manipulation and statistical analysis. Field data was captured concurrently with the remotely                  
sensed data in 1993 by lake hopping using a light aircraft with floats. The field data used for analysis                
with the remotely sensed data were the laboratory determined g440 values from the 1993 water samples 
collated with g440 values determined from earlier years. No spectro-radiometric data of the lakes, data                  
of incoming irradiance or ancillary climatic data were captured during the remote sensing missions. 
 
The sections of the background chapter in the thesis provide a background to the research both in                   
regards to remote sensing of water quality and the relationship between remotely sensed spectral data                
and water quality parameters, as well as a description of the Tasmanian lakes flown. 
 
The lakes were divided into four groups based on results from previous studies and optical parameters, 
especially aquatic humus concentrations as measured from field captured data. The four groups consist             
of the ‘green” clear water lakes mostly situated on the Central Plateau, the ‘brown” highly dystrophic          
lakes in western Tasmania, the ‘corridor” lakes situated along a corridor of change lying                      
approximately between the two lines denoting the Jurassic edge and 1200 mm isohyet, and the                    
‘eastern, turbid” lakes make up the fourth group. 
 
The analytical part of the research work was mostly concerned with manipulating and analysing the                      
CASI data because of its higher spectral resolution. The research explores methods to apply 
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corrections to this data to reduce the disturbing effects of varying illumination and atmospheric            
conditions. Three different methods were attempted. In the first method two different standardisation 
formulas are applied to the data as well as ‘day correction” factors calculated from data from one of the 
lakes, Lake Rolleston, which had data captured for all three days of the remote sensing operations. The 
standardisation formulas were also applied to the OCS data. In second method an attempt to reduce the 
effects of the atmosphere was performed using spectro-radiometric captured in 1988 for one of the              
lakes flown, Great Lake.  All the lake sample data were time normalised using general irradiance data 
obtained from the University of Tasmania and the sky portion as calculated from Great Lake upwelling 
irradiance data was then subtracted. The last method involved using two different band ratios to                
eliminate atmospheric effects. 
 
Statistical analysis was applied to the data resulting from the three methods to try to describe the 
relationship between the remotely sensed data and the field captured data. Discriminant analysis,                
cluster analysis and factor analysis using principal component analysis (pea) were applied to the             
remotely sensed data and the field data. The factor scores resulting from the pca were regressed                          
against the field collated data of g440 as were the values resulting from last method. 
 
The results from the statistical analysis of the data from the first method show that the lakes group well 
(100%) against the predetermined groups using discriminant analysis applied to the remotely sensed             
CASI data. Most variance in the data are contained in the first factor resulting from pca regardless of              
data manipulation method. Regression of the factor scores against g440 field data show a strong non-  
linear relationship and a one-sided linear regression test is therefore considered an inappropriate                
analysis method to describe the dataset relationships. 
 
The research has shown that with the available data, correction and analysis methods, and within the             
scope of the Masters study, it was not possible to establish the relationships between the remotely               
sensed data and the field measured parameters as hoped. The main reason for this was the failure to   
retrieve remotely sensed lake signatures adequately corrected for atmospheric noise for comparison             
with the field data. This in turn is a result of the lack of detailed ancillary information needed to apply 
available established methods for noise reduction - to apply these methods we require field 
spectroradiometric measurements and environmental information of the varying conditions both within            
the study area and within the time frame of capture of the remotely sensed data. 
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1. Introduction 
 
     
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
1.1   Introduction to the remote sensing of water bodies 
 
Remote sensing is a general term which describes the technique or action of obtaining information about         
an object with a sensor which is physically separated from the object. These sensors rely upon the  
detection of energy reflected or emitted by the object. The various types of energy detected by remote 
sensing devices include: electro magnetic radiation (EMR), gravity, magnetism and soundwaves. This 
study is limited to remote sensing of reflected EMR. 
 
Large amounts of remotely sensed data of our environment have been and are currently being recorded            
all over the world by satellites and airborne sensors. The reason for this is that these kinds of data have 
proven to be extremely useful in helping to give expedient answers to questions regarding our  
environment, such as: what is there, where is it, how much and of what quality? This is especially so             
since it is difficult and expensive to measure and monitor characteristics of natural resources over large 
areas with conventional methods. The success of the approach always depends on how well and how 
clearly we can isolate, describe and establish relationships between the remotely recorded data and the 
observed properties of the objects being observed. Some features of nature are quite easily determined by 
remote sensing, eg. outlines of water bodies, forested versus non-forested areas, cloud covered and cloud 
free areas. Others, such as mineral contents in bedrock and soil, vegetation types and expected crop           
yields, however, are much harder to map and quantify and have needed rigorous research, analysis and 
developmental efforts in order to work out methods and obtain results that are repeatable, useful and of 
benefit to the community at large. 
 
Most research projects involving remote sensing of surface waters have been aimed at describing and 
resolving the relationship between remotely sensed data and inherent water quality properties to develop 
optical models in order to explain and predict the reflected electro magnetic signal from water bodies.            
The two largest areas subject to research have been oceanic waters and recently, eutrophied inland            
waters (Dekker, 1993.) Concentrations of chlorophyll and other algal pigments, aquatic humus,            
particulate matter, pollutants, and temperature are physical properties of surface waters that have been 
targeted for estimation and mapping using remote sensing. 
 
The reflected electro magnetic signals from water bodies are weak compared to those from vegetation            
and display specific patterns that are easily obscured in the broad spectral band settings of the most 
commonly used satellite sensors. Ongoing development in the remote sensing field is giving an increase           
in the spectral and spatial resolution of satellite and airborne sensors which in turn is contributing to the 
fact that more extensive applications are being undertaken to solve problems related to monitoring and 
management of inland water bodies. Many problems associated with these waters, such as algal and 
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macrophyte blooms, and pollution, have anthropogenic origins with devastating ecological and               
economic effects and the possibility of being able to predict occurrences and to model flow- and mixing- 
patterns have, with high resolution remote sensing, become a reality (Dekker, 1993). 
 
Remote sensing of non-eutrophied inland surface waters and related research has not been performed to  
the same extent. The lack of urgent attention is quite natural since these waters are usually pristine and 
remote and not subject to the same threats as lakes and waterways in more densely populated areas. The 
analysis of non-eutrophied waters is still needed to further the understanding of how physical properties          
of all water bodies resolve in remotely sensed data. The ability to predict optical water quality of remote 
lakes is desirable for ecological and management considerations (Kirk 1 982). The importance of astute 
monitoring of water quality and early detection of change is increasing since unpolluted fresh water as a 
natural resource is becoming scarce all over the world. This thesis covers aspects of the relationship 
between remotely sensed data and predominantly pristine, oligotrophic and dystrophic lakes in           
Tasmania. 
 
1.1.1 The study area 
 
Tasmania is an island with an abundance of lakes and tarns - more than four thousand of them - many            
of glacial origin, ranging from clear water to waters deeply stained by humic material. Most of          
Tasmania’s lakes are situated on the glaciated plateau or among glaciated mountains to the west. Many 
lakes are inaccessible and lie in steep terrain surrounded by dense vegetation. Within a relatively small  
area the lakes exhibit a large variation in the optical properties, making an ideal study area. A large           
number of lakes is within the scope of one or two runs using an airborne scanner. 
 
The relevance of the Tasmanian lakeland as a test bed for remote sensing is also based on the fact that             
its lakes have had sufficient investigation in the past to predict beforehand the distribution of some            
optical parameters. The range of limnological diversity is actually rare anywhere in the world in so             
small an area and not known elsewhere in Australia. Salinities range from near distilled water, in        
montane lakes on dolerite, to approximately seven times sea-water in a few salt lakes situated in the 
Midland lowlands, with chemical and optical transitions from extreme oligotrophy to extreme dystrophy. 
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Figure 1  Some of the interfaces that make up the ‘limnological corridor’. From Tyler, A lakeland 
from the dreamtime, 1992. 
 
The island is, in fact, bisected into an eastern, clear-water province and western, brown water province,           
the interface coinciding approximately with the geological and vegetational dichotomy running roughly 
north-west by south-east aslant the 146th meridian (Figure 1). This aspect is considered to be of great 
ecological and biogeographical significance for the aquatic flora and fauna (Tyler 1992), but it is still             
not understood how the geological and edaphic changes operate to bring about the limnological changes 
that occur. The base determinants are quite easily discernible. Jurassic dolerite dominates the fault  
structure province of the east, with columnar weathering of its cliffs, while Precambrian, Cambrian and 
Ordovician siliceous rocks dominate the fold structure province of the west. Rainfall increases to the          
west together with a change in vegetation from sclerophyll forest to rainforest. Several butterfly and 
mammal species change from eastern light forms to western dark forms within a few kilometres, giving          
an indication of the fact that the biotic implications of the change run much deeper than is indicated by            
the base determinants. The specific determinants responsible for the optical dichotomy of the lakes are             
far from well understood. The divide is known as Tylers Line (Shiel & Tan 1989, Mesibov 1994) and is 
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recognised as a border of floristic and faunistic change. Based on the distribution of benthic diatom 
assemblages, Vyverman et al. (1 996) have preferred the term ‘1imno1ogica1 corridor” as more fitting for 
the general area of change (see also 2.5 The Tasmanian lakes). 
 
The lakes covered by this research are mostly situated within the World Heritage Area in central           
Tasmania (Central Plateau Conservation Area, Cradle Mt - Lake St Clair and Walls of Jerusalem            
National Parks). A number of lakes lie just east of the West Coast Range to the west of the central             
plateau and a few of the lakes flown are found in the south in Mount Field, Franklin - Gordon Wild            
Rivers, and South West National Parks. An exception to the above is Hibbs Lagoon which is situated            
south of Macquarie Harbour close to the coast. 
 
 
Figure 2 Map of Tasmania showing the study area and location of the lakes included in the remote 
sensing mission. The numbers refer to the lakes in Table 1. The colours refer to the four 
groups: the eastern clear water lakes - green, the western dystrophic - brown, the            
‘corridor” lakes - blue, and the eastern turbid - red. For reference the three main  
 interfaces that make up the corridor are also included. 
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The total list of lakes includes representatives of the two main optical provinces, the western ‘brown”            
and the eastern ‘green”, as well as a number of “corridor” lakes and the three “eastern turbid” ones (see 
2.5.1 Description of the lakes flown). Table 6 and Table 7 list the lakes studied with a summary of field 
data of optical parameters and Figure 2 shows a map of their location (see also 2.5 The Tasmanian lakes). 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
1.2   The research 
 
1.2.1  Background 
 
In 1988, 1990 and 1993 remotely sensed data for a number of lakes in Tasmania were recorded by the 
CSIRO using multi-spectral airborne scanners. 
 
In the late eighties CSIRO staff found that the algorithms developed to describe the relationship between 
oceanic waters and remotely sensed data were not adequate for portions of the ocean where the influence  
of freshwater is high, such as in inlets and delta areas. Having had a long standing relationship with 
Professor Peter Tyler (then of University of Tasmania) through his extensive study of the Tasmanian        
lakes, it was agreed to collect remotely sensed data for a number of lakes showing a variation in optical 
properties with the idea of being able to improve and extend algorithms and to optimise band settings of  
the Ocean Colour Scanner, a CSIRO-developed 10-channel airborne sensor. The first flights took place         
in 1988 and 1990. The data from the 1988 flight were never recovered. Those for 1990 however were 
viable. Physicochemical field data were collected for ~ 45 lakes concurrent with the remote sensing          
flights. The “ground truthing” was carried out from a light aircraft (Cessna) fitted with floats. 
 
In the summer of 1992/1993 a unique situation evolved. A Canadian airborne sensor, CASI, was hired          
by the CSIRO to fly a number of water bodies in South-Eastern Australia, the main interest being to  
capture data for the waters in the Murray-Darling basin. In this remote sensing operation the           
Hawkesbury river and Port Phillip Bay were also flown. 
 
This presented an opportunity to collect data that (it was hoped) could be used to refine existing  
algorithms. Peter Tyler and CSIRO came to an agreement to fly the lakes of Tasmania again, this time   
with two multi-spectral scanners, the Ocean Colour Scanner and the CASI scanner. Ground truthing                      
was  carried out, again more or less contemporaneously, by float plane. 
 
It was thought that the existing field data (physicochemical and spectroradiometric data of down- and, 
occasionally, upwelling radiation) together with physicochemical data, measured at the time of overpass, 
would, together with the remotely sensed data provide a sufficient base for analysis and correction of 
existing ocean algorithms, especially since the CASI scanner is a high resolution scanner of a new type 
with the ability to record data in 288 channels in spectral mode. It was expected, in particular, that            
analysis of the airborne scanner data could confirm the spatial dichotomy of eastern green lakes and 
western brown lakes. Also, by applying the developed algorithms to remote and never sampled lakes, it 
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was hoped that that the position of the corridor separating the two areas could be pinned down in more 
detail. 
 
The principal aims of the project between CSIRO and Peter Tyler were (P. A. Tyler, pers. comm.1993): 
 
(a) to refine the algorithms connecting upwelling radiation and chlorophyll-a concentrations 
(b) test the application of remote sensing to the classification of inland waters and the prediction of 
water quality in them. 
 
1.2.2 Research aim and approach 
 
This research aims to investigate and describe the relationship of airborne remotely sensed data            
registered by two multi-spectral airborne scanners (CASI and OCS) to field-sampled physicohemical            
data and to test the hypothesis that the remotely sensed data would establish further evidence of the            
Tyler line or limnological corridor. The initial aim of Peter Tyler and CSIRO, to develop an analytical 
method or algorithm to describe a relationship that would be valid for more than the actually sampled  
lakes, was abandoned early when it became obvious that the lack of concurrent data on upwelling 
irradiance from the lakes and atmospheric conditions would prevent this. 
 
The SUN Sparc station which was used for some of the processing and manipulation of the remotely  
sensed data was corrupted (the motherboard) during the intermission of the study and it was deemed to 
expensive to replace it. This introduced limitations to the ability to go back to the raw data images in            
the later stages of the research. 
 
When this research project was proposed, it was accepted that the basis for research would be already 
existing data, both remotely sensed and field data and that no further data would be captured. Thus it 
followed that the research had to be designed around the available data with the intention to investigate           
its possibilities and limitations in achieving the original aim rather than new research, including data 
capture, being planned and set up from start to finish. 
 
Other ancillary data, such as data on atmospheric conditions, downwelling irradiance and upwelling 
radiation from the lake surfaces, were not recorded during the remote sensing missions. These data are 
essential for employment of existing atmospheric correction algorithms. 
 
1.2.3 Limitations 
 
The high level spectral resolution of the CASI data theoretically permits a detailed study of the spectral 
distribution or signatures of the different lakes. The interpretation of the details, however, is impeded by         
the fact that only limited corrections of atmospheric effects could be applied to the data. The corrections  
for variations in conditions affecting the electro-magnetic radiation as registered by the remote sensors 
included time and day correction and atmospheric correction of spectra based on upwelling radiation 
previously recorded for the Great Lake (Bowling et al. 1986) and general radiation data and models (see 
Chapter 2 Background). 
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The approach to evaluate the usefulness of the remotely sensed data is based on the hypothesis that 
groupings of the lakes using remotely sensed data would show similar results to the ones derived from  
field sampling. It is retrospective since it is a study of pre-existing data. Knowledge of the spectral 
characteristics of the lakes (aquatic humus is the compound identified as being the main differentiator)            
is also used to some extent when statistical relationships are sought between measured spectral values            
and measured water parameters. The approach employed could therefore be considered semi-empirical  
(see 2.2 General research approaches) and the results obtained are applicable only to this study. 
 
It was not possible to apply the algorithms developed by Dekker (1993), although they were said to be 
multitemporally applicable, since they still require radiometric field data to be captured at the time of the 
registration of the remotely sensed data. In addition, his models were derived using data from 
predominantly turbid, mesotrophic to highly eutrophic inland waters and their applicability to analysis           
of oligotrophic and dystrophic lakes such as the Tasmanian in this study, would first have to be  
established. 
 
1.3  “Steps” of organisation of thesis 
 
The following steps were undertaken in order to investigate and describe the relationships between the 
remotely sensed data and the field sampled physical/chemical data. The extent to which these          
relationships could be described are as mentioned above limited by the lack of ancillary data, both data              
on prevailing atmospheric condition and radiometric field data. 
 
1.   Review of literature (initial and ongoing throughout study time) 
2.   Pre-processing and extraction of the remotely sensed data 
3.   Viewing and visual investigation of the data 
4.   Extraction of data samples from regions in the lakes 
5.   Derivation of basic statistics for the samples 
6.   Synthesis and manipulation of the raw data for lake comparison using spectral signatures 
7.   Normalisation of the remotely sensed data, application of day correction factors (Method 
      A) 
8.   Application of time of day and atmospheric corrections (Method B) 
9.   Derivation of band ratios (Method C) 
10. Collation and review of field sampled data, creation of an appropriate field data set 
11. Comparison of the remotely sensed data to field sampled data, statistical analysis 
12. Compilation and analysis of the results 
13. Drawing conclusions from and discussing results 
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The order of the chapters in this thesis basically follows the approach outlined above. In addition a               
‘road map’ of the main steps applied to the CASI data are graphically presented in Figure 3 and Figure              
4. These figures contain references to work sheets in an EXCEL file available from either of the 
supervisors Professor Peter Tyler or Dr Rodney Carr, Deakin University, Warrnambool. 
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Figure 3 ‘Road map’ (part 1) with main steps and methods applied to the CASI remotely sensed 
  data, including EXCEL worksheet references in square boxes 
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Figure 4  ‘Road map’ (part 2) with main steps and methods applied to the CASI remotely sensed 
data, including Excel work sheet references in square boxes 
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2. Background 
 
___________________________________________     
2.1 Introduction 
 
This background chapter aims to make it easier to understand the complexity of the issues that are  
involved in work with remotely sensed data of surface waters. The chapter firstly provides a brief 
introduction to general research approaches. Secondly it aims to give a description and summary of the 
properties that define the radiation field as well as the factors that affect the flow of radiation in the 
atmosphere and in the water. A summary of the properties that are inherent and apparent in water              
bodies are also included in this chapter. The final section gives a general description of the study area 
and its water bodies to provide an introduction to later chapters. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.2 General research approaches 
 
Research approaches employed in remote sensing are commonly empirical, deterministic or analytical.           
The purely empirical approach involves seeking statistical relationships between measured spectral              
values and measured parameters. This may give spurious results, since a causal relationship between the 
parameters being compared does not necessarily exist. 
 
Studies in the last three decades have demonstrated the value of measurements of water parameters in 
experiments combining remote sensors and field sampling (Bukata et al. 1976, Lilles and 1986, Lyon et           
al. 1988). These studies use an empirical approach which is suitable for one date, one time analysis only 
and are very difficult to apply to new studies with different conditions. However, the presented results             
do contribute to a better understanding of the relationship between remotely sensed data and optical           
water quality parameters and for the development of appropriate models to describe it. A commonly            
used variation is the semi-empirical approach. The spectral characteristics of the water parameters            
sought are more or less accurately known and the knowledge of these can then be included in the           
statistical analysis which focuses on certain spectral areas and appropriate bands or band combinations             
are used as correlates. 
 
Dekker (1993) gives a summary of studies that have applied an empirical and semi-empirical approach           
to estimating water quality constituents and properties from high spectral resolution airborne remote 
sensing systems. Although showing good potential for accurate estimates of water parameters these           
studies did not result in generalised algorithms and insufficient evidence was given that the approaches            
are valid on a multitemporal basis. 
 
A deterministic approach or model is based on physical and chemical processes (Bukata et al. 1983) and 
has the potential to address requirements for analysis of frequently changing water characteristics over 
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large areas with the acquisition of minimal new field information. Examples of this kind of approach               
are described in detail by Lyon & Hutchinson, (1995), and Dekker (1993). 
 
An analytical approach usually involves careful design of data capture and analysis with the aim to             
model the relationships between the remotely sensed signals and field sampled parameters and to work           
up valid methods and algorithms for the interpretation of one from the other. Usually this approach 
involves simultaneous radiometric surface measurements of irradiance, recording of atmospheric 
conditions, etc. 
 
Other researchers have in the last couple of years used CASI-captured data to develop similar models to 
Dekker’s including Jupp et al. (1995), or to model temporal and spatial variability (Gould et al 1997). 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.3   Properties that define the radiation field and factors that affect the  
flow of radiation 
 
In remote sensing studies of surface waters it is important to establish which optical water properties are 
likely to be resolvable in the reflectance registered by the remote sensors, why and to what extent. To 
adequately explain and determine the usefulness of the captured remotely sensed data and field data it is 
necessary to understand some of the concepts related to electro magnetic radiation and its properties and 
some of the major changes the incoming irradiance has undergone on its way to the sensor. Changes to,         
or errors inherent in, the registered signal, will need to be corrected in order to lower the impact of the 
factors obscuring the true spectral signal. If this signal can be isolated and sufficiently correlated to the 
spectral properties of the water body of interest, then a useful result may be obtained. To be able to           
perform appropriate corrections to the data, ancillary environmental or climate data are needed, of             
which some are not easily available or require extensive deliberation, calculation and analysis. 
 
Electro magnetic radiation (EMR) occurs in indivisible units referred to as quanta or photons. Every  
photon has a wavelength, λ, and a frequency, v, in accordance with the wave nature of the            
electromagnetic radiation. Radiant energy is the energy associated with electromagnetic radiation.            
Radiant flux is the time rate of flow of radiant energy. It may be expressed in W (Js-1) or quanta s-1.  
Radiant flux density or irradiation is an expression for the quantity of solar energy arriving at or being 
emitted by a surface during a given period of time. The units used for irradiation include kJ m-2 h-1 or  
MJ m-2 daf-1.  Irradiance (E) is the radiant flux incident on an infinitesimal element of a surface,  
containing the point under consideration, divided by the area of that element or less rigorously, radiant  
flux per unit area of a surface. Irradiance values are commonly expressed in units of W m-2 or W m-2                
nm-1 where nm-1 denotes spectral irradiance for a given wavelength or waveband rather than the whole  
spectrum. As defined, radiant flux density, irradiation and irradiance are identical. They have the same 
units of energy per unit area per unit time (although different time units are used, these are arbitrary).  
The “infinitesimal element” allows one to define irradiance as a function of position. 
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Global solar irradiance (Eg) is the sum of direct (beam) irradiance and diffuse irradiance (Eu and Ed)            
(Lyons & Hutchinson (1995). Eu is the total (direct + diffuse) downwelling cosine irradiance. Ed is the          
total (direct + diffuse) upwelling cosine irradiance. People also refer to total irradiance, which is the 
irradiance measured by a 4pi (spherical) collector. This is different from the sum of Eu + Ed. 
 
Sky light is generally used to refer to the diffuse part of the downwelling solar irradiance due to           
scattering in the atmosphere. Away from sunglint, sky light contributes to the upwelling radiance         
measured by a remote sensor through backscattering of the downwelling irradiance, and specular           
reflection of the downwelling diffuse irradiance at the water surface (sky glint). 
 
Many factors affect the irradiation on its way to the earth’s surface and from a water body on its way to a 
sensor (Figure 5). The radiation that actually reaches the sensor consists of several fractions, some with 
other origins than those welling up from the water. 
 
Both the incident and the reflected radiation are affected by the atmospheric conditions - on the way          
down from the sky and on the way up towards the sensor as well as by the Earth’s surface, in our case           
the Tasmanian lakes and their inherent and apparent optical properties. In addition, the properties and 
condition of the boundary between the air medium and the water medium, ie. the water surface, affect            
the radiation received by the remote sensor. 
 
 
 
Figure 5 Components of remotely sensed data from Kirk 1983) 
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Radiance (L) or spectral radiance L(λ) at a point in space is the radiant flux at that point in a given  
direction per unit solid angle per unit area at right angles to the direction of propagation. Radiance is 
commonly expressed in units of W m-2 sr-1 and spectral radiance in units of W m-2 nm-1 sr-1. 
 
Radiance is the radiant energy effectively recorded by a remote sensor (after calibration) and is 
approximately the sum of two components (Gilabert et al. 1994): 
• the contribution from the scattering of the direct sun beam by the atmospheric constituents             
(path radiance); and 
• the contributions from the radiation which is reflected by the Earth’s surface 
 
Reflected radiance is usually divided into specular and diffuse reflected radiance and also include sun         
and sky glint as well as white caps when the Earth’s surface is a water body.  Reference to areas of            
sunglint on the Tasmanian lakes are made in the commentary in the videos recorded concurrently with the 
CASI93 data capture (3.6 Video tapes). 
 
The reflection of light at the water surface directly back to the sensors field of view is called sunglint        
when its source is the sun and skyglint when the source is the diffuse sky. Skyglint is present in all data 
collected from water bodies and the magnitude of this effect is dependent on the roughness of the water 
surfaces. Sun and sky glint can for remote sensing studies (especially using airborne sensors) be the        
most significant components of the ‘environmental’ directional reflectance factor term, which generally             
is a function of the relative positions of the sun, the observer (scanner) and the target, (Jupp et al. 1993). 
Removal of these effects are often attempted since they contain no information about properties of the 
water itself. Refraction (n) is usually expressed as an index describing the change in directions and           
spectral distribution of radiation caused by a change in media, eg. the water-air interface. 
 
The relationship between upwelling radiance Lu and upwelling irradiance Eu depends on the angular 
distribution of the upwelling underwater light. This dependence is defined in remote sensing models by          
the Q-factor, the angular distribution factor of spectral radiance for conversion of Lu to Eu and its value            
is reported to vary between 4.4 and 5.4 (Kirk 1993). Following Kirk (1993) and Dekker (1994) a Q-                 
factor of 5 was used in this study when converting airborne scanner recorded digital numbers to              
irradiance values for comparative purposes (see also 4.4.2 Atmospheric correction using upwelling 
irradiance spectra for Great Lake). 
 
Reflectance or reflectance factor R Reflectance R is the ratio of Eu to Ed. If this is measured just above            
the surface R(0+), it includes contributions to Eu from both the water-leaving radiance and the surface 
reflections. Water reflectance or rather the inherent water irradiance reflectance (Rs) or R(0) is the ratio            
of downwelling irradiance above the water surface to the upwelling irradiance above the water surface. 
 
Reflectance is commonly used to characterise the optical environment and is a function of the            
fundamental absorption and scattering properties of the water mass. R(0-) always denotes the irradiance 
ratio (=Eu /Ed just below the water surface). 
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Other factors also influence the amount of radiation recorded by a remote sensor. The solar zenith              
angle (Ө7) is the angle between an observer’s local zenith (joint of intersection with the celestial sphere           
of a normal to the earth’s surface at the observer’s position, the point directly below the observer is the 
nadir) and a line joining the observer and the sun. It is an angle between 0° and 90°. The solar zenith           
angle is dependent on the latitude of the observer and the time of year of observation and affects the 
amount of incoming irradiance. The solar zenith angle is complemented by the solar elevation angle.             
The effects of the difference in solar zenith angle between the three days of CASI data capture and the 
difference in latitude between the lakes were considered to not be important for the type of comparison 
studies employed in this study. Solar elevation (α) or solar altitude, is the sun’s angular height above             
an observer’s celestial horizon and is also an angle between 0° and 90°. The solar elevation varies with 
time of day and an attempt at correcting for the difference in the data recorded for the lakes due to time  
was made (see ). High solar elevation angles increase the occurrence of sun and sky glint. Most              
remotely sensed data from airborne scanners are therefore recorded either in mid morning or mid           
afternoon (including the CASI93 data used in this study). 
 
The water surface reflectivity (ρ), normally denotes the specular reflectance and possibly reflectance             
due to white caps. It has been shown to be affected by the zenith angle of incident radiation and the          
surface wind speed and direction. 
 
The surface reflectivity of a still or specular water surface increases monotonically to become large as  
solar zenith angle nears 90° . When wind ruffles the water surface the relationship changes. The           
different facets created by the wind means that both increases and decreases of reflectivity will occur 
depending on the zenith angle of incident radiation. Details of these relationships are discussed by         
Masuda and Takashima (1996) and Balducci et al. (1994). R(0-) the irradiance ratio just beneath the       
surface can be used to express the relationship between the water mass directional reflectance factor (ρw)  
and the optical properties of the water mass (Jupp et al. 1992). To do this the water surface effects need           
to be modelled and field measurements of upwelling and downwelling radiation are required. In this           
study no values of or R(0-) for the water bodies could be calculated since no spectroradiometric data            
were captured in the field. Attempts to model and correct for affects due to differences in wind speed         
and direction in the lakes data could not be performed either because no wind data were recorded in the 
field at time of scanning. 
 
The view angle is the relative position of the observer (or sensor) and the sun to the relative position of          
the target. The two most important angles are the elevation and the azimuth of the sun relative to the          
view angle of the observer. 
 
Relative variation of radiance or reflectance factor in function of the viewed angle is the same for all 
wavelengths in the visible and the near-infra red, ie. only the global level will vary, not the relative          
spectral distribution (Guyot 1980). 
 
Viewing in the backscatter direction has a more constant radiance response than viewing in forward           
scatter direction and is scan angle dependent. 
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The degree of sunglint affecting the remotely sensed data is closely related also to the view angle. To  
avoid this effect optimum flight directions for the flying time of day can be applied. Flying into the sun        
or at 90° are considered by Jupp et al. (1993) to be the optimum flight direction and this direction will          
vary with time of day. According to comments on the video tapes recorded during the CASI mission in 
1993 it was attempted to fly into the sun while scanning whenever possible (3.6 Video tapes). 
 
Atmospheric effects such as cloudy or hazy conditions will reduce the incident irradiance and increase            
the atmospheric diffusion bringing about a strongly modified spectral distribution (Guyot 1980). The 
atmospheric effects will therefore modify the true spectra leaving a water body as recorded by a remote 
sensor. Atmospheric effects include both scattering and absorption of the incoming irradiation and the 
reflected radiation reaching a remote sensor. 
 
Rayleigh scattering is caused by very small particles and molecules, with radii much smaller than the 
wavelength of the electro magnetic radiation of interest (Mather, 1987). Shorter wavelengths are more 
seriously affected than longer wavelengths. Blue light (400-500 um) are more severely scattered than          
red (500-700 um). This is why the sky looks blue. The amount of Rayleigh scattering is also dependent          
on solar zenith and view zenith angles. Diffuse irradiance reaching the earth is often called skylight          
(see Figure 5). . Rayleigh scattering (at least for low aerosol optical depths), is a major contributor to 
skylight. The component of reflected skylight or atmospherically scattered light reaching a remote           
sensor is often substantial compared to the component of water leaving radiance containing information 
about the actual water body. Atmospherically scattered radiation that reaches a sensor without having  
made contact with the Earth’s surface is also termed atmospheric path radiance (Mather, 1987 and         
Tassan 1987). The contribution of this path radiance is usually strongly reduced because of the              
relatively low altitude of an airborne sensor (Lyon and Hutchinson, 1995). Rayleigh scattering            
contributes to the remote sensing signal both through direct backscattering (path radiance) and through 
specular reflection of skylight at the water surface. The specular reflection is a major contributor to the 
remote sensing signal. Under clear sky conditions, it is possible to calculate both these contributions 
theoretically to reasonable accuracy. 
 
Aerosol or Mie scattering is caused by particles like smoke, dust and salt that have a radii between 100          
and 1000 um, which corresponds to the visible, infra-red and thermal infra red wavelength regions. Mie 
scattering is also wavelength dependent in the same way as Raleigh scattering but with less than half the 
magnitude. Aerosol (Mie) is assumed constant in the visible and near-infrared bands for a given type of 
aerosol (Gilabert et al. 1994). Jupp et al. (1993) considered the lack of effective means to measure 
atmospheric aerosol properties one of the main limitations on the outcomes of their preliminary study of  
the effectiveness of airborne scanner data for monitoring blue-green algae blooms. 
 
Both types of scattering cause an increase in the amount of radiation that is received by the remote          
sensor compared to the incoming irradiance. This causes a reduced contrast between objects in the  
remotely sensed images and obscures the water leaving spectra. Generalised measures of aerosol content 
for a limited number of environments (eg. rural, urban, maritime, desert) have been defined and are used 
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in some atmospheric correction models and catalogues of atmospheric correction functions (Richter, 
1996). 
 
The Earth’s atmosphere also interacts with the electro magnetic radiation through absorption. Radiation         
in particular regions, called absorption bands, is absorbed by gases such as water, carbon dioxide and 
ozone. Areas of absorption are visible in the CASI93 spectral lake signatures (3.3.4.3 Data reduction          
and resultant spectral signatures). The visible/near infra red is one of the ‘windows” in the electro  
magnetic spectrum where absorption is low. 
 
2.3.1 Atmospheric correction 
 
Jupp et al. (199) pointed out that it is well known that with appropriate information on the atmospheric 
conditions during flight, multispectral scanner measurements of the spectral distribution of radiation 
leaving the water can separate different water masses on the basis of their physical properties such as 
turbidity, light penetration, colour and surface temperature and that these measurements reduces the        
need for extensive field sampling and work well with sparse ground based surveys. Their report also 
highlights the fact that there is a need for further technical development of currently available models of  
the behaviour of the atmospheric and radiation transfer in Australian inland waters to minimise current  
field data requirements for effective atmospheric correction. 
 
 
“The most important atmospheric parameters are aerosol type, optical depth (visibility) and air humidity 
(column density)” (R. Richter, pers. comm. 1997). Sophisticated methods for removal of atmospheric 
effects make use of radiative transfer models which require in situ recorded spectral field data or 
simultaneous measurements of atmospheric parameters (Gilabert et al. 1994). In many cases, especially           
for retrospective studies such as this, information of this kind is not available, which makes these            
methods much harder to use. 
 
A common method to apply atmospheric correction to satellite data involves determining the sky light 
fraction by using the reflectance values of a dark surface (very low reflectance), assume this to be black         
(~=0 % reflectance) in an infra red band and use the non-zero value of these areas to subtract the sky              
light for the rest of the image, details of this approach are outlined by Gilabert et al. (1995). There are a 
number of similar methods described by the term “empirical line fit” which includes computing a linear 
regression between the digital numbers for targets in an image and estimated or measured ground 
reflectance spectra for these targets. 
 
Ferrari et al. (1996) point out that in satellite oceanography it is common to remove the atmospheric          
effects (mainly aerosols) by exploiting the near-infrared wavelengths, assuming low contributions in          
these wavelengths due to the water itself. They also suggest a method for atmospheric correction using 
near-infrared wavelengths (870 nm and 1010 nm) not used to retrieve water components, in comparison 
with in situ measurements of aerosol thickness but do acknowledge that further alternative methodology           
to correct for atmospheric effects are required to better the discrimination of the contribution of various 
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components of water. A similar but different approach was attempted in this study, by using the known 
upwelling spectrum for one the lakes (Great Lake). 
 
Transformations of remotely sensed data based on groups of bands such as different vegetation indices 
have been used successfully as analytical tools to monitor crops (Guoliang, 1989). The reason being the 
high correlation with vegetation variables. The use of a near-infra red band to a band in the red region to 
estimate biomass was one of the first successful applications of band ratios as an analytical tool. 
 
Dekker (1994) used wavelength ratios to reduce atmospheric influence on remotely sensed data of inland 
water bodies. He listed a number of considerations to make when attempting to extract information on a 
spectral absorption feature: 
 
• one band with high reflectance should be used to ensure a high signal/noise value 
• one band should be located at the maximum of the absorption feature to be estimated 
• the absorption feature should be as unique as possible, ie. preferably not located in a spectral area 
where another absorption feature may be variable and highly absorbing 
• the wavelengths involved in a spectral ratio should also be: 
- spectrally as close as possible in order to annul atmospheric path radiance (Lp) and atmospheric 
transmittance (Taz) contributions 
- prevent non-desired spectral absorption features from introducing errors 
- prevent spectral scattering features from introducing errors 
 
The approach to reduce atmospheric influence by using band ratios was attempted for the CASI data (see 
4.5 Method C). 
 
2.3.2 Spectral signatures 
 
Remote sensing of the environment is based on the assumption that individual targets are characterised                 
by an individual spectral response to incident radiation. This assumption has been shown to be valid by 
experimental studies in the field and in laboratories. Guyot (1980) defines the spectral signature of a  
natural surface as the “relative spectral distribution of the radiant energy reflected or emitted”.  The  
spectral signature of a surface can vary at the same point in time because of the measuring equipment, 
method of measurement or the experimental condition. For this study, the latter is considered the most 
important factor needing some discussion and explanation, since the two former factors can be           
considered more or less constant during the capture of the remotely sensed data. 
 
It is important to make a distinction between the ‘true’ spectral signature of a surface and the spectral 
response of the same target as recorded by a remote sensor. As discussed earlier in this chapter the latter         
is likely to contain effects with other origin than the target object. The spectral signature of a lake is 
essentially defined by the water-leaving reflectance ratio R(0-). To obtain this, it is necessary to remove 
both the atmospheric path radiance and the surface reflection (sky glint and sun glint). Then the chance 
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of obtaining significant correlations between actual characteristics of the remotely sensed object and the 
recorded spectral response increase. 
 
The spectral response of a surface can also vary over time as the surface or object responds to seasonal      
and other environmental changes. This fact is utilised to a high degree in remote sensing of vegetation         
to differentiate between types or conditions of vegetation and in remote sensing of water bodies to         
monitor or predict changes in water quality. 
 
The spectral responses or spectral signatures are often displayed as graphic representations of an object’s 
properties in the form of a spectral reflectance curve. The most common and illustrative way of        
displaying spectral signatures is to plot the values of recorded or derived energy levels on the y-axis     
against the corresponding wavelength or waveband on the x-axis. In this study the terms spectral  
signatures of the lakes and lake spectra are used interchangeably and recorded/derived spectra of the 
different lakes are plotted in xy-scattergrams (see Table 4 and Table 5). 
 
The total radiance recorded by a remote sensor comprises a water-column component resulting from the 
modified light stream scattered upward and back through the air/water interface, and an atmospheric 
component resulting from Rayleigh and aerosol scattering in the atmosphere. As mentioned previously          
the atmospheric component and some of the other of the above listed parameters greatly influence the 
radiation on its way from the water body to the remote sensor (Figure 5) and the amount of radiance that        
is recorded. To make it possible to positively relate the signal received by a remote sensor to water           
quality parameters, these effects need to be corrected or minimised. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.4 Optical properties of freshwater lakes 
 
An understanding of the optical properties of the water masses being investigated and their relationship 
with the water quality parameters are important for research into remote sensing of inland waters.           
Detailed models of this relationship, the underwater light field and photosynthetically available           
radiation (PAR) have been described in detail by Kirk (1994). The assumption, that differences in the 
optical water parameters between the Tasmanian lakes covered in this study are reflected in the remotely 
sensed data, forms the basis for this study. This section gives some background theory and discusses the 
most important properties of and parameters in the lake water likely to affect the remotely sensed signal 
recorded by the airborne scanners. 
 
2.4.1 Inherent optical properties 
 
Inherent optical properties, such as absorption and scattering, are properties which are independent of              
the ambient light field (ie. independent of changes in the angular distribution of radiant flux) and they 
determine the underwater light field. 
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Incident radiation is attenuated and spectral changes occur as it enters natural waters. The factors 
contributing to this are several. Water itself absorbs radiation in a way which is constant to all aquatic 
systems.. The effects of the other major factors, colour, tripton and plankton, will vary between lakes 
 
according to abundance. In the blue and green regions of the spectrum water absorbs light only very 
weakly. Absorption increases with wavelength over 550 nm and becomes significant in the red region.           
The blue colour of pure water is caused by low absorption at short wavelengths together with scattering 
being inversely proportional to wavelength. Aquatic humus (colour) absorbs blue light very strongly. 
Mineral particles, plankton and organic detritus scatter light creating different levels of turbidity. All    
three may also cause attenuation by absorption of light quanta by coloured organic materials on their 
surfaces or it can be caused by photosynthetic pigments contained in plankton (Kirk 1994). 
 
The absorption coefficient (α) and scattering coefficient (b) spectra for pure water are shown together          
with the beam attenuation (c) in Figure 6 (compare Figure 7 Absorption spectra of gilvin in Australian 
waters). The inherent optical properties such as α and b are additive. Given the absorption spectra of              
the constituents (water, humus, tripton and phyto plankton), it is possible to compute the total absorption 
spectra. 
 
The beam attenuation coefficient represents the total loss of light due to absorption and scattering. Since  
the scattering in pure water is negligible compared to absorption, absorption and the beam attenuation  
seem coincident in Figure 6. It is yet not feasible to measure these properties directly in the field          
(Dekker, 1993). 
 
 
 
Figure 6 Pure water absorption (a) and scattering spectrum (b) and (c) beam attenuation coefficient 
as derived from literature (from Dekker, 1993). 
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The length of the path a photon travels, between interactions with the medium it travels in, is 
determined by the total (or beam) attenuation coefficient (Jerome et al., 1996). A medium’s single 
scattering albedo ω0, (the ratio of the scattering coefficient to the total attenuation coefficient) or the 
medium’s scattering to absorption ratio, b/a [b/a = ω0/(1-ω0)] defines the relative sizes of a and b, which            
in turn determines what kind of event the photon-medium interaction turns into. 
 
2.4.2 Optical water quality parameters 
 
The optical water quality parameters usually considered in remote sensing studies are the ones that cause            
a change or are a function of a change in the inherent optical properties such as absorption and            
scattering. 
 
Absorption, not including the water itself, is mainly caused by aquatic humus and chlorophyll α             
(primary light harvesting pigment). Absorption of light by photosynthetic pigments (chlorophylls, 
carotenoids, biliproteins) of the phytoplankton contributes to the attenuation of PAR. Seston, the total 
particulate fraction (tripton (non-organic particulate matter) + phytoplankton), is likely to determine the 
scattering. When the concentrations of phytoplankton are low, which is the case for the lakes in this          
study, the particulate fraction spectrum can be attributed to tripton alone (Kirk 1994). Turbidity is a            
term used in a general sense to indicate the extent to which a liquid scatters light as perceived by the  
human eye (Kirk, 1994). A measurement of turbidity is usually expressed in Nephelometric turbidity         
units (NTU) and is a relative measurement (to an artificial standard) and should, for waters of a given 
optical type, eg. waters with moderate to high turbidity due to inorganic particles, bear an            
approximately linear relation to the scattering coefficient. Low NTU values, as for clear waters, are not 
well suited for characterisation of water type. 
 
Optical water quality parameters that cause a change in absorption properties include: 
 
• Gilvin, g440, gelbstoff, aquatic humus, colour (these names are used somewhat               
interchangeably in the literature). The yellow-brown humic pigments, both soluble and  
particulate, in the water, cause attenuation of PAR by intense light absorption, especially in         
the blue wavelengths. Aquatic humus only absorbs light; it does not cause scattering. 
Concentrations of aquatic humus are commonly expressed as values of the absorption             
coefficient at 440 nm due to dissolved colour/gilvin (g440). g440 is the exponent in the Beer- 
Lambert equation, Iz = I0e-Ez The units are expressed in m-1. Concentrations of gilvin are                          
closely related to concentrations of dissolved organic carbon (DOC). Bowling et al. (1986)      
discuss the major role aquatic humus plays in the extinction of light and associated changes in           
the spectral distribution in most inland waters. Absorption spectra from Australian natural          
waters are displayed in Figure 7. The absorption due to gilvin is, according to Jupp et al.             
(1993), very well defined as a negatively decreasing function of wavelength through the UV             
and blue/green regions of the spectrum. However, an anomalous absorption peak has been 
reported in the NIR by Rimmer et al. (1987) between 750 and 800 nm (see also 4.5 Method             
C). 
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• Chlorophyll α is the primary light harvesting or photosynthetic pigment present in most 
phytoplankton species. Chlorophyll b and c have different absorption spectra than 
chlorophyll α and do also contribute to absorption to a varying but lesser extent (Kirk, 1994).           
The specific absorption of chlorophyll a and the relationship between chlorophyll α   
concentrations and remotely sensed data is discussed in detail in Dekker (1993). The lakes covered 
by this study are oligotrophic or dystrophic and their underwater light fields are rarely influenced 
by phytoplankton 
 
• Cyanophycocyanin (CP-cyanin) is according to Dekker (1993) a pigment unique to          
cyanobacteria. The toxins exuded by these bacteria can occur in nuisance proportions in 
freshwater systems affected by anthropogenic eutrophication. Concentrations of CP-cyanin              
and the relationship to remotely sensed data are also covered by Dekker (1993). However, CP             
is only one of three biliproteins which are also present in Cryptophyceae and Rhodophyceae              
(P. A. Tyler, pers. comm., 1998). The latter is irrelevant for this study but cryptophytes are 
common in Tasmanian lakes. Concentrations of CP-cyanin have not been measured from               
water samples for the lakes in this study.  
 
 
Figure 7  Absorption spectra of gilvin in various Australian natural waters (modified from Kirk,  
1994) 
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It is generally recognised by many authors in addition to Jupp et al., that the absorption spectra of              
humus, at least over 400 to 700 nm, can be described by an exponential decay with a coefficient of about 
 
 
0.014. It means that measured g440 values can be converted into absorption spectra for humus. Where 
humus dominates the absorption spectrum (along with water in the red wavelengths), the effective 
absorption spectra for water bodies can be calculated. In clear green lakes, where the contribution form 
pigments may be important, their absorption spectra could also be calculated, at least approximatelly,  
based on chlorophyll α values. The derivation of the absorption spectra for the Tasmanian lakes in this 
study could have been achieved by using the above method but it was not attempted because of the 
availability of the direct upwelling spectrum from Great Lake. 
 
Parameters that cause a change in scattering properties include: 
• Suspended matter - seston or dry weight seston (DW). DW determines to a large extent          
scattering in water bodies. Seston consists of phytoplankton and tripton, tripton being the             
non-algal particulate matter. 
 
Field measurements of aquatic humus concentrations for the lakes in Tasmania included in this study             
show values ranging from very low to very high (Table 6) providing a means of differentiation between  
the lakes (Table 2). Aquatic humus was considered the optical parameter most likely to be resolvable in           
the registered multi-spectral images of this study because of the predominantly oligotrophic, non-turbid 
nature of the lakes studied. 
 
In a summary of the relationships between optical parameters in the water and remotely sensed data, 
Dekker (1993), states that the subsurface irradiance reflectance R(0-) is the most appropriate parameter           
of the underwater lightfleld for use as the independent optical parameter in algorithms for remote            
sensing, because it is independent of light intensities and only weakly dependent on atmospheric 
conditions, solar elevation angle and the state of the water surface. It is possible to relate R(0-) to the 
inherent optical properties of absorption and scattering, provided the volume scattering function is             
known, which is not the case for most of the Tasmanian lakes in this study. This may be equally true for 
most other water bodies, and quite good results have been obtained using ‘standard’ volume scattering 
functions and relationships between b and bb. As mentioned above, because of the availability of an 
upwelling spectrum from one of the lakes no attempts were made to estimate volume scattering functions 
for the lakes. 
 
Dekker also states that if the exact nature of the relationship between the inherent optical properties and  
the optical water quality parameters is known, it is possible to develop an algorithm for extraction of this 
property from R(0-). The upwelling radiance signal detected by a remote sensor may then be           
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recalculated to R(0-) and therefore it also becomes possible to estimate the optical water quality           
parameters by using remote sensing. 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.5 The Tasmanian lakes 
 
This section outlines the reasons for the choice of the subset of the lakes used in this study. It also  
describes and discusses the optical properties and groupings of the lakes flown and the characteristics of 
their surroundings with reference to previous studies. 
 
• The Tasmanian inland lakes included in this research were primarily chosen to be flown with the 
airborne scanners using a number of criteria (P. A. Tyler, pers. comm. 1993). 
• They had to be large enough to allow landing and take off with a light aircraft for field  
sampling. 
• With few exceptions they, or ones near them or considered to be similar in nature, had                    
been sampled previously (to allow for a general estimate of the correctness of the field                 
sampled values). 
• The whole group chosen displayed enough variation in optical parameters to give a valid               
sample to analyse and compare with the remotely sensed data. The lakes lay on both sides                       
of the line (zone of change) already determined or observed from chemical, optical,                     
edaphic and biotic considerations (Tyler 1992) and, additionally, included the few                          
examples of turbid lakes found in Tasmania (Bowling et al. 1986). 
• The lakes could be sampled within 2-3 days. 
 
In the last two decades a number of studies have described the chemical and physical nature of the 
Tasmanian lakes (Buckney & Tyler 1973; Tyler 1992; Bowling et al. 1993; Vyverman et al. 1996), 
including optical properties (Bowling et al. 1986). The majority of  lakes in Tasmania are clear and non- 
turbid. The green underwater light field is principally determined by the water itself and the low 
concentrations of aquatic humus. Many other lakes are strongly coloured brown by dissolved and             
colloidal aquatic humus and have a characteristic crepuscular red light field. Only a small number of            
lakes are turbid and it has been shown that the underwater light field is nearly identical to that of non- 
turbid humus-rich lakes (Bowling et al. 1986; Kirk and Tyler, 1986). Most Tasmanian lakes are 
oligotrophic or dystrophic and their underwater light fields are rarely influenced by phytoplankton. The 
species composition of the algal populations of these waters is assumed to be directly related to the 
variation in character of the underwater light climates, although further research is required to enhance            
the understanding of these relationships. An optical classification (cluster analysis) of a large number of 
lakes (Bowling et al. 1986) was considered reasonably in line with a previous lacustrine classification 
based on edaphic, vegetational and chemical criteria. 
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Buckney and Tyler (1973) recognised 5 provinces of Tasmania, based on the water chemistry of the              
lakes and rivers. Two of their provinces cover most of the lakes targeted in the present study, Province I 
- The South-West and West, and Province II - The Central Plateau. These have since been reduced to              
two highland provinces (Tyler, 1992) plus a third coastal province (Bowling et al. 1986). 
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2.5.1  Description of the lakes flown 
 
Work performed on some of the lakes in Tasmania using quantaradiometric and        
quantspectroradiometric data of up and downwelling radiation (Bowling et al. 1986) confirms the notion 
mentioned previously that there are two main classes of lakes divided by a line or corridor of dichotomy, 
green, clear water lakes in the east, mainly on the Central Plateau and brown dystrophic lakes in the             
west. Copepod distribution data also support the dichotomy in some, but not all, cases (Walsh & Tyler, 
1998). The dividing corridor runs in a rough line through a number of lakes with intermediate optical 
characteristics, making up a third category. A few turbid lakes can be found east of the Central Plateau. 
Seasonal variation in two of these lakes was recognised by the analysis, but temporal change in the lakes 
was considered to be small, producing variations in the underwater light climate and spectral signatures           
of degree, rather than of kind. 
 
The climatic, geological and vegetational divides between the two major provinces are only             
approximately congruent and it may be more appropriate to speak of a dividing corridor or corridor of 
change (Tyler 1992). This corridor lies approximately between the two lines denoting the Jurassic edge        
and the 1200 mm isohyet (Figure 1 and Figure 2). 
 
Using these classifications together with available biological evidence, diatoms (Vyverman et al. 1996),  
the lakes investigated in this study are divided into four groups for the purpose of comparison with 
remotely sensed data. The two major groups are the eastern green, clear water lakes and the western  
brown, dystrophic waters. The third group contains the lakes situated along the dividing corridor and          
the fourth encompasses the three eastern turbid lakes. 
 
The optical water parameter contributing most to this grouping is the concentration of aquatic humus             
and it is also the parameter most likely to be resolvable to some degree in the remotely sensed data          
because of its strong absorption properties in the blue-green wavelengths. It is also the parameter that  
varies most between the lakes and the groups. 
 
The location of the lakes listed in Table 1 are shown in Figure 2. The selection of lakes is based on             
those for which airborne scanner (CASI) data was registered in 1993 (see also Table 6 and Table 7).              
Lake Pedder is an exception; the file containing data on Lake Pedder was corrupt and could not be 
recovered. For a number of these lakes no data was captured by the CSIRO airborne scanner in 1990 
(OCS). 
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Table 1  List of the Tasmanian lakes for which remotely sensed data was captured including                
location descriptions. Lake group refers to the grouping of the lakes, based on previous              
studies (Buckney and Tyler, 1973, Bowling et al. 1986, Bowling et al. 1993, Vyverman et               
al. 1996). 
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In this study the classification into “green”, “brown”, “corridor” and “eastern, turbid” lakes, is based on 
g440 values and NTU values and is supported by the available evidence of diatom communities  
(Vyverman et al. 1996) and copepods (walsh & Tyler, 1998) in the lakes.  Although a g440 value of 0.9            
m-1 is likely to be optically dominant in many conditions, this was used as a break point in the division 
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between corridor and green lakes because of the other supporting evidence. Table 2 lists the range of             
g440 values and NTU values used for the classifications into lake groups in this study. 
 
Table 2  Table of g440 and turbidity values used as basis for group classification 
 
 
Values of aquatic humus concentrations (g440) for the lakes covered in this study are shown in Table 7     
and values of turbidity (NTU) are shown in Table 7. 
 
2.5.1.1 The “brown” lake group 
 
The lakes in the western province, the “brown” group, include alpine and lowland lakes that are located 
west of the dividing corridor and are predominantly deeply coloured, dystrophic lakes with high 
concentrations of aquatic humus. The vegetation is dominated by temperate rainforest and sedgelands.               
Rain comes in off the seas in the Roaring Forties to drop diluted sea-water onto the peat mantle            
overlying the leached siliceous rocks. The brownness of the peat is accrued in the lakes. This creates           
the characteristic dim, dark hue of the western lakes which are also called ‘red window” lakes, because            
of the red wavelengths penetrating furthest but with euphotic depths rarely equalling 2 metres (Tyler, 
1992). 
 
The brown lakes Beatrice, Dora, Margaret, Rolleston and Spicer are all situated within the West Coast 
Range. Further south and close to Frenchman’s Cap lies Lake Millicent and Lake Curly is located              
further south, just north of Lake Gordon. An exception is Hibbs Lagoon, a dystrophic coastal lagoon,                
one among those now grouped as a third natural limnological province (Bowling et al. 1993). For this 
retrospective remote sensing study Hibbs Lagoon was however grouped with the group of brown, 
dystrophic lakes, because it displays similar optical water properties. 
 
2.5.1.2 The “green” lake group 
 
In the central eastern province the rain falls on Jurassic dolorite and richer soils. The so called “green”             
or “green window” lakes are situated on the central plateau of Tasmania and on the eastern, dolerite 
mountains. The euphotic depths of some of these pristine lakes easily reaches 20 metres or more and             
here the blue green wavelengths penetrate furthest. The concentration of aquatic humus is low to                
extremely low. Lake Meston is an example of an ultra-oligotrophic glacial lake. Arthurs Lake is 
geographically situated between the majority of the “green” lakes and the “eastern, turbid” lakes, and 
displays aquatic humus values (g440) at the higher end of the green group (g440 average value of 0.547 
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and a g440 value measured in 1990 of 0.864). At this higher end of the range of g440 values for               
“green” lakes there seems to be enough aquatic humus for bacteria to form manganese deposits in hydro- 
electric pipes which is not the case for lakes with lower aquatic humus concentrations (Tyler, 1980). 
 
2. 5. 1.3 The “corridor” lake group 
 
The lakes termed “corridor” lakes has concentrations of aquatic humus that fall between values               
measured for the obviously brown, dystrophic and the obviously green, clear lakes. 
 
Among these are such ostensibly clear Central Plateau lakes, as Lake St Clair, that, however, contain 
enough aquatic humus for perceptible attenuation of blue light (Bowling et al. 1986), though the slight 
dystrophy is not apparent to the eye. 
 
Other ‘corridor” lakes are Lakes Ayr, Judd, King William, Petrarch, Richmond, Seal, Webster and Will. 
All of these lakes are geographically situated along the dividing corridor. 
 
Lake Judd can be considered a typical representative of this group. It lies in a glacial chasm carved in a 
tongue of dolerite that bulges into the western province (Tyler, 1992). The surrounding vegetation is  
similar to that of the western, dystrophic lakes but in its transmission properties it leans only slightly 
towards them. 
 
The corridor lakes are very important study objects in the quest for the understanding of and explanation         
of the corridor separating the western brown and the eastern green provinces and the actual position of a 
divide if it exists. As in the case of Lake St Clair, some of the lakes in the corridor group may have an 
increase in colour that is imperceptible to the eye. They may still look crystal clear, but though this           
change is subtle, it can halve the euphotic depth and thereby create a markedly different limnological 
environment. 
 
2.5.1.4 The “eastern, turbid” lake group 
 
Lake Sorell and Lake Crescent are examples of colourless or green, but turbid shallow lakes and are the 
only mesoeutrophic lakes in the state. Lake Sorell is moderately turbid, caused in part by phytoplankton, 
shown by a chlorophyll absorption trough in the spectral signature centred around 670-680 nm. Lake 
Crescent is more turbid but lacks this distinct plateau (Bowling et al. 1986). Although situated in close 
proximity to Lake Sorell and Lake Crescent, Woods Lake is quite different and somewhat unique,           
because of intermediate concentrations of aquatic humus and very high turbidity values (see Table 6 and 
Table 7). 
 
According to Bowling et al. (1986) both clear and humic lakes have low reflectance values (Eup/Edown)             
and scattering coefficients because of low quantities of particulate matter (seston/tripton). The              
upwelling PAR is usually less than 1.5% of the downwelling. In the most turbid lakes, Lake Sorell and 
Lake Crescent, the figures range from 5°/s to 10%. 
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A spectral shift towards red wavelengths indicates that very small quantities of aquatic humus or            
turbidity can bring about detectable changes to the underwater light field. With increased aquatic              
humus concentrations or turbidity a further shift of the centre of the spectral distribution towards longer 
wavelengths occur. As either turbidity or aquatic humus increases even further the bandpass is further 
narrowed and moved to the right. These effects are exemplified in Lake Sorell and Lake Crescent for  
turbid lakes and Lake Chisholm for dystrophic lakes (Bowling et al. 1986). 
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3. Data 
 
___________________________________________     
3.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter describes the steps that were undertaken in the research work to extract and investigate the 
data including descriptions of the scanners used to capture the remotely sensed data, and the remotely 
sensed data itself. The chapter starts with a brief description of the hardware and software         
configurations used during the study. Section 3.2 describes specifics of the airborne sensors and the           
format for the recording of the Tasmanian lakes data followed by a description of the data as well as the 
tasks associated with the transformation to a format suitable for image analysis. 
 
Charts showing lake spectral signatures extracted from the remotely sensed data are displayed to help 
visualise the data. The four a priori determined lake groups (see 2.5 The Tasmanian lakes), the ‘green”,          
the ‘brown”, the ‘corridor” and the ‘eastern”, are used to group signatures for comparison and some 
analysis. Brief comparisons of OCS and CASI data as well as OCS data from 1990 and 1993 are also 
included in this chapter. 
 
The collated field sampled data and comments on the video tape recordings are described and discussed              
in section 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. 
 
3.1.1 Computer platforms, hardware and software 
 
All work using Unix, including running of data specific software and of the image analysis software,              
was performed on a SUN SPARC work station, Open Look 3.1 windows environment. Location and 
extraction of sample regions from the remotely sensed data and calculation of means was using the             
remote sensing analysis software ERMAPPER3.1. The image analysis software was used mainly to view 
the raw OCS and CASI data both as images of the different spectral bands (and combinations of bands)             
and as histograms and to locate and identify the lakes, as well as to select appropriate sample regions for 
each lake for further statistical analysis. All calculations of correction factors and statistical analysis             
was performed using IBM PC’s and PC statistical software such as EXCEL, SYSTAT and STATVIEW. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3.2 The remote sensors and data capture process 
 
The remotely sensed data used in this study were captured by two different sensors, the Compact           
Airborne Spectrographic Imager (CASI) and the Ocean Colour Scanner (OCS). This section describes        
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the data capture process and the multi spectral sensors, including a brief description of the hardware 
platforms and software used. 
 
3.2.1 Data capture process 
 
On January 22, 1990, the CSIRO flew the OCS scanner capturing data of the designated lakes and 
surrounding land in a continuous mode. Meanwhile Peter Tyler and Peter Kew of Deakin University           
were ‘lake hopping” in a Cessna for ‘ground truth” measurements (Figure 8). The same procedure was  
used for the 1993 flight of the CASI and OCS scanners. The older 10-channel CSIRO OCS scanner was 
flown side by side with the CASI scanner in a FOKKER F27 at ~2600 metres. This encompass was 
performed during three days, 31/1,1/2 and 2/2 1993. 
 
 
Figure 8  The Cessna used when field sampling takes off from Lake Adelaide as the Fokker with 
the CASI scanner passes overhead. 
 
3.2.2  Ocean Colour Scanner (OCS) 
 
In the late 1980’s CSIRO Marine Labs developed an airborne multi spectral scanner called the Ocean 
Colour Scanner, (OCS). It is a rotating mirror scanner designed to fly in the CSIRO research aircraft,            
VH-CAT, and was intended mainly for ocean colour work, which is reflected in positioning of the 
wavelength bands (see Table 3). 
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The OCS scanner was first flown over the Tasmanian lakes in 1 988. The data from this flight was never 
recovered by the CSIRO. It was also flown on January 22, 1990 and the data from this flight was made 
available to this project together with OCS data captured during the joint flight with the CASI scanner             
at the end of January 1993. 
 
The following section explains some of the technical details of the OCS data acquisition and is based on 
information supplied with the data (Walker, 1991). 
 
The settings used for the Tasmanian operations were the usual ones with 10 channels set to record data           
(the data acquisition system capability is 16 channels). The OCS recorded light intensities in 9            
wavelength bands with 10-40 nm width. The relative sensitivities of channels 1-8 were measured using         
a calibrated quartz halogen lamp. Spectral channel 9 (960 nm) calibration was arbitrary as the reference 
light source used was not characterised at that wavelength. Navigational data from the aircraft Inertial 
Navigation System (INS) was recorded before and after each scan line, allowing for correction of various 
image distortions caused by aircraft motion. Channel 10 contained no scan data. It was available for 
recording another analogue signal if required but was not used for the described remote sensing             
operation. The IFVO (instant field of view) of the scanner is approximately 4 mrad. 
 
The aircraft altitude above sea level was for most of the flight was ~10 000 feet giving a spatial              
resolution of approximately 12 metres square at nadir. Varying aircraft altitude and the position above            
sea level of the different lakes introduces differences in the area of the ground a pixel covers. Since this 
would only introduce a difference in magnitude of the reflectance signal averaged over a pixel and can            
be assumed to be constant over each water body it was not considered to be an aspect of the data capture 
needing rectification. 
 
The particular channels sampled and their order was obtained from the scan header. All light intensity 
measurements were digitised using 12 bit resolution and the raw data from the OCS was recorded by an 
Apple Macintosh computer. For further information on the acquisition software and details of how the          
raw data is recorded, refer to Walker, 1991. 
 
The raw data was delivered on tape with processing software to write a subset of the INS parameters for 
each raw scan line to a text file for specific geometric corrections and to produce BIL images from the           
data which are radiometrically (spectrally) calibrated and have major geometrical distortions removed.          
The software is written in the C language and was designed to run on a range of computers running the 
UNIX operating system. Output values were stored as signed 16 bit values. Using the software            
processing software the output images were corrected for aircraft roll (using attitude data collected             
during flight) and the pixels were resampled within a scan line to remove tan (scan angle) distortions.         
The pixels were also re-sampled throughout the image making the output pixels approximately square. 
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Table 3  Ocean Colour Scanner Specifications. The settings of the 10 channels, their order, 
wavelengths and widths in nanometres as well as type of spectrometer and detector. 
 
 
 
The data were scaled during post processing using different gains for different bands to maximise the          
weak signals from the water (not using the relative calibration coefficients). This means in turn that a         
large proportion of reflectance values for land are saturated and cannot be used to derive data for land 
based features or to apply atmospheric corrections of the “empirical line fit” type models (see also 2.3.1 
Atmospheric correction,). 
 
OCS data was extracted for ~50 lakes and the general characteristics of the remotely sensed data of 38             
of these are described in section 3.3.4.1 The OCS raw lake spectra. 
 
3.2.3 Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager (CASI) 
 
The CASI (Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager), developed by Itres Research Limited, is a               
pushbroom imaging spectrograph with reflection grating and 2-dimensional CCD (Charge Coupled  
Device) array (Parkin, 1992 and 1993). The IFOV (instant field of view) is 35.4° (swath) x 0.069°            
(along track). The CCD is oriented to obtain 512 pixels of spatial resolution across the flight path. The 
spectral sampling interval is 1.8 nm, the effective bandwidth of a single pixel being 2.2 nm. The spatial 
resolution is 512 pixels across the swath, the pixel width is dependent upon the scan rate and ground          
speed. The spectral resolution is 2.5 nm, with 288 pixels sampled at 1.8 nm intervals. The 288 bands                
are dispersed evenly between 379.57 nm and 893.5 nm. 
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Figure 9  The CASI scanner mounted on the floor of the Fokker F27 used in the Tasmanian remote 
sensing mission in 1993. 
 
The CASI can be operated in any of three operating modes, which provide different means of selectively 
reading out the CCD sensor. 
 
In Spatial Mode, the full spatial across-track resolution of 512 pixels is maintained, but charges within 
multiple rows of the CCD sensor are summed together to form one or up to 15 non-overlapping spectral 
bands. 
 
In Spectral Mode, the full spectral resolution of 288 samples is maintained, but the data are recorded           
only for a limited number of Directions” (up to 39), or points across the field of view. The image          
produced can be thought of as 288 pixel deep rakes. This is equivalent of having an array of           
spectrographs spaced across the field of view. The Look Directions must be multiples of four pixels and 
exclusive of adjacent Look Directions. In order to correlate these spectra to ground features, a full scene 
image at one wavelength is collected in addition to the Look Directions. 
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Figure 10  Video picture of Scene Recovery Channel image as displayed on the screen in the 
FOKKER, The image shows a peninsula in Great Lake. 
 
This single-row Scene Recovery Channel image is similar to a single monochromatic band in Spatial  
Mode and the wavelength is programmable. Spectral Mode is useful for algorithm development and         
other situations where detailed spectra are of interest, and where reduced spatial information can be 
accepted. 
In spectral mode the output data processing can be either PCI or CASI Mode. If the PCI Mode is chosen, 
the results can be saved to file in one of two different formats. If the output file mode (orientation) is 
BAND each BAND of CASI data will be stored in a PCI channel with the output file extension .PIX. If         
the output file mode is set to LOOK the spatial and spectral information is exchanged in the PCI file                
with a CASI look direction being stored in each channel with the output file extension of .PIY, which is 
similar to the standard Pixel interleaved format. 
 
Spatial and Spectral Modes provide ways of reducing data rates and quantities to a more manageable           
level while preserving the flexibility inherent in the imaging spectrograph concept. 
 
In Full Frame Mode, the entire CCD sensor image area is digitised. The fill spectral resolution of 288 
samples are recorded for each of 512 spatial pixels. Full Frame Mode is aimed at the acquisition of 
calibration data and in applications where datasets preserving the full spatial and spectral resolution are 
desired. 
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Catalogue file information (.CAT file) includes spatial and spectral configuration information such as           
tape names, date and time of processing, mode, integration times, offsets, CCD to wavelength           
conversion, etc. 
 
During processing the data is calibrated for Electronic Offset, Dark current, scattered light and Frame           
Shift Smear and then uniformity and radiometrically calibrated applying relative calibration coefficients         
to the raw digital counts. 
 
In the Tasmanian mission the CASI was flown at a speed of knots and an altitude of ~145 metres,                    
on-board a Fokker, F18. The CASI was flown in Spectral Mode recording 288 channels in 39 Look 
Directions, ie. a swath width of 39 pixels (4 pixel spacing) centred on nadir. The data and ancillary files 
were delivered on Exabyte tape. The output file mode for the Tasmanian lakes data was PCI and the          
output file mode or orientation was LOOK resulting in .piy files of a total size of ~4.2 Gb. 
 
An along track pixel resolution of 50 metres and across-track resolution of 0.4 metres was derived from           
the provided information about the ground speed (~445 knots) and altitude of the aircraft (~305 metres),  
the integration time (660 ms) and the IFOV. It should be noted that all settings were determined by the 
CASI operators. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3.3 Remotely sensed data post processing and description 
 
The remotely sensed data captured for the Tasmanian lakes display differences in the recorded light 
intensity signals because of some or many of the reasons outlined in the first sections of Chapter 2, 
Background. This section describes the tasks involved in post processing, importing, viewing and              
locating the lakes in the data as well as the process undertaken to extract region samples from each lake          
in preparation for correction and statistical analysis. The raw data from the different scanners are then 
described to give a background to the correction processes attempted and statistical analysis. 
 
3.3.1 Post processing of the remotely sensed data 
 
The first task to be undertaken was the post processing of the 12-bit remotely sensed data. It was  
performed to calibrate the raw data and to correct for aircraft roll. This involved running extractive 
software programs supplied with the data by the CSIRO for both OCS and CASI data. The programs            
were also used to transform data to a suitable format (unsigned 16-bit) and to apply radiometric             
calibration and correction for flight induced errors. Ancillary files supplied with the CAS193 data were 
.HST files, histogram ASCII files containing both the raw and the calibrated data, .l and .2 files used for  
roll correction, .XLA files contain EXCEL spreadsheet data from the roll corrected data using Tapelnfo 
software and the .SRC contains the scene recovery channel data. Since we had trouble extracting the          
CASI data at Deakin University this task, including setting of post processing parameters, was          
performed by operators at CSIRO in Canberra. 
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CASI data is recorded as 12-bit information (0-4095) and in the case of the Tasmanian remote sensing 
mission, it was resampled to unsigned 16 bit data (0-65535) following the radiometric correction process. 
 
Handwritten notes from the CASI flight were delivered with the data. These notes were written in two 
separate tables (presumably by two different ‘note” takers). The first table gave information on Run file 
numbers, mode, configuration file names, altitude, ground speed and start and finish times for the recording 
of the different lakes. The comment field sometimes contained information such as ‘dead trees in water”, 
“plane on lake”, “sick” etc. The second table gave for each lake, time, latitude and longitude, ground speed, 
flight direction, wind velocity and direction, altitude (including press. alt.), and temperature. Not all fields 
were completed for all lakes and a slight difference in the recording of the time between the two tables 
could be noted. 
 
3.3.2 Importing data into ERMAPPER 
 
The data of the Tasmanian lakes captured by the CASI scanner were recorded in separate sections on the 
tapes for each lake. The recording of the data was performed between 10:02 and 16:58 on the 31/1, 
between 14:23 and 16:05 on the 1/2 and between 9:52 and 11:42 on the 2/2 1993 in 288 spectral bands.   
No data was captured around solar noon, ie. between 11:40 and 14:23. The 288 bands span 379.57 nm              
to 893.5 nm creating bands of slightly less than 1 nm width. 
 
The output files were in a form suitable to be imported into ERMAPPER but unfortunately this was not a 
straight forward task. Quite some time was spent calculating the required input parameters and the            
import task had to be repeated many times before the CASI images were appropriately readable in 
ERMAPPER. The required parameters were the exact number of rows and columns in the data files,         
and these were calculated from the file sizes (bits) and the number of bands, as well as type of data file,          
eg. BIL (band interleaved by line) or BSQ (band sequential). ERMAPPER could not directly import the 
CASI  BIP format (band interleaved by pixel). To get around this limitation the input number of bands 
(288) were swapped for the input number of columns (39) and the BIP files could subsequently be          
imported as if they were in BIL format. The resultant image data could then be handled by ERMAPPER             
as having 288 bands in 39 columns. 
 
The data of the Tasmanian lakes captured by the OCS were recorded continuously between 15:43 and 
17:22 on the 22nd of January, 1990, in nine spectral bands (see Table 3). The nine bands span 380-960               
nm (one ultraviolet (UV) at 380 nm, one chlorophyll fluorescence at 685 nm, six blue/green at 440-540          
nm and one reference NIR channel at 960 nm). The band positioning of the OCS scanner was designed         
to facilitate study of ocean chlorophyll and fluorescence in particular (Jupp et al. 1993). However, for  
study of inland water quality it is usually the region between 550 and 800 nm that is the most important 
rather than 400-500 nm. 
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The OCS9O data was more straight forward to import into ERMAPPER since it was output from the 
extraction software in a straight BIL format. The correct input parameters (columns and rows) were 
calculated from the number of bands and the file sizes. 
 
3.3.3 Viewing of data, locating lakes 
 
The second task was to identify lakes from the remotely sensed data using the image analysis software 
ERMAPPER. The OCS data was contained in four big files of continuous registration. The              
navigational flight information in the OCS data was only marginally helpful for lake identification,             
since the values for latitude and longitude were displaced in relation to the 1:100 000 topographic maps  
and many hours were spent trying to identify the lakes and the flight course. The images were found to           
be reflected by the software which did not help identification. File subsets of the lakes were created and 
reflected using ERMAPPER rectification algorithms. The CASI lakes data were imported in smaller             
files and the lakes were readily identifiable using the supplied flight documentation. Being captured in 
spectral mode, the CASI lake images consist of 39 “Look Directions” spaced across the field of view   
which distorts the form of the lakes. The scene recovery channel (equivalent to one monochromatic                
band in spatial mode) helped confirm the identity of the lakes. 
 
3.3.4 Extraction of region samples / statistics 
 
Region samples were extracted from the raw remotely sensed data (OCS 1990 and CASI 1993) for most            
of the lakes flown. From the CASI93 data no region sample could be extracted for Lake Pedder, because           
of file corruption. The subset of sample regions extracted from the OCS9O data, originally also included 
samples for lakes Ashwood, Bantick, Garcia, Rufus, Nugetana, Kellatie, 3Arm Lake, and MacKenzie, as 
well as Lagoon of Islands, Labyrinth Lakes, coastal lagoons and Macquarie Harbour. These have not           
been used in this study because only three of these lakes were actually field sampled in 1990. Also, it         
was considered appropriate to limit the number of lakes to be used for comparison and analysis to the 
subset planned for remotely sensed data capture with the CASI scanner and concentrate the research         
effort on these. Statistics for the OCS90 lake samples were calculated in ERMAPPER and the sample 
averages for each band were exported to EXCEL. 
 
Unfortunately only a few region samples from the OCS93 data were extracted before the deferral of the 
Masters studies (see Acknowledgments). Since the SUN SPARC work station and the image analysis 
software became unavailable during the intermission, further OCS93 samples could not be extracted          
when the studies were resumed. 
 
The region samples were extracted from the CASI data for each lake, using a C± routine, since the   
statistics module in ERMAPPER could not be used to calculate correct statistics for so many variables.  
The regions were chosen through visual comparison of bands etc. to avoid areas showing evidence of 
sunglint and whitecaps, using ERMAPPF.  The coordinates for each lake region sample were             
subsequently determined and fed into the C± routine. The size of the sampled regions were 3 pixels          
across nadir providing an average of three samples each of 0.4 metres width with interspaces of 4 pixels 
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or 1 .6 metres between each pixel (because of the “rake” sampling characteristics in spectral mode). The 
output band average values for each lake sample were imported into EXCEL. 
 
The statistics and spectral signatures of the region samples extracted, consist of the mean value of all  
pixels included in the sampled region for each spectral band. A number of factors were considered when 
choosing areas of the lakes to extract spectral signature samples from. The areas needed to be free of      
cloud shadow (as far as it was possible to deduce this) and away from shore lines and other shallow        
areas where bottom reflection could be suspected to introduce errors (including areas of dead trees in the 
water (such information came from the CASI video tape comments). The region samples were chosen        
as close to nadir scanner view as possible to reduce effects of varying view angles and to avoid sunglint. 
The near-infrared values of the sample regions were double checked to ensure the lowest possible values          
in the near-infrared assuming zero or very low values to indicate deep water free of substances not          
related to optical water parameters. 
 
In the following subsections descriptions of the raw OCS and CASI spectra displayed and discussed. 
 
3.3.4.1 The OCS raw lake spectra 
 
The region samples extracted from the OCS data varied in size depending on lake size and size of 
appropriate areas to sample. About a third of the lakes were big enough to allow extraction of multiple 
samples. Samples displaying obviously too high values in the infra-red band were excluded from the 
calculation of the mean. 
 
The graphs in Table 4 depict the raw spectral signatures for the OCS data from 1990 and show a certain 
similarity between the spectral signatures of the different à priori determined groups with two more or          
less distinct reflection peaks in the two bands with centres at 460 nm and 540 nm. 
 
The lakes in the green group show these peaks most clearly. Most lakes show a higher relative value in          
the ultraviolet band (band 8, 380 nm) than in the other bands and for the lakes in the brown group this 
relationship is most distinct. The three eastern lakes with intermediate NTU values (Table 6), stand out 
with generally higher values, especially in the blue/green region. One of these lakes (Woods Lake) is          
the only lake showing a lower UV value than the values in blue/green region. 
 
The region showing most variation between the lakes, 380-680 nm, also shows that the three groups of 
green, brown and corridor have spectra that are quite similar. In the region of most importance to          
inland water quality, 560-800, reflectance is registered in only one band, band 6 with 10 nm width           
centred at 685 nm. The lack of separation between the green, the brown and the corridor lake spectra in  
this region is hardly surprising. The fourth group, the eastern lakes, is the only group that show a          
tendency to separation from the others in the raw data using a visual inspection of the lake spectra. This 
separation is more a difference in magnitude than any actual difference in form. However, the spectra of  
the four groups do show some differences in the shape of the spectral signature curves. 
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The spectral signatures for the group of ‘green” lakes show both a variation in magnitude and in shape. 
Some of the lakes have a more distinct peak at 560 nm than others (Figure 11). The “brown” group is 
comparatively more homogenous with slighter variation in form, possibly due to a much smaller sample 
size (Figure 12). The span in magnitude is obvious. The form of the spectral signatures of the group         
termed ‘corridor” are quite varied also with quite a span in magnitude (Figure 13). Lastly, the group of 
‘eastern” turbid lakes show a more accentuated second peak at 560 nm, similar to some of the “green”  
lakes (Figure 14). 
 
 
Table 4  Spectra of raw OCS data of the all the Tasmanian lakes flown in 1990 which were also 
flown with the CASI in 1993. Lakes with multiple sample regions have been averaged to 
produce one sample region for each such lake. The colours refer to the four lake groups, 
green - “green” group, brown – “brown” group, blue – “corridor” group and red – 
“eastern” group. 
 
Figure 11 OCS90 spectral signature of lakes Figure 12 OCS90 spectral signature of lakes 
 in the “green” group.  in the “brown” group. 
 
 
Figure 13 OCS90 spectral signatures of lakes Figure 14 OCS90 spectral signatures of lakes 
  in the “corridor” group.  in the “eastern” group. 
 
3.3.4.2 The CASI raw lake spectra 
 
The spectral signatures of the lakes flown with the CASI scanner in 1993 show more detail than the 
OCS9O data because of the high spectral resolution. Both the shorter and the longer wavelengths show 
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quite a few lakes with ‘spikes’ or abnormally high values. ‘The spikes are due to variations in          
atmospheric effects during the CASI spectrum integration. They can be removed to some extent but are 
best treated by spectral averaging (D. L. B. Jupp, pers. comm. 1994)”. The spikes were removed by 
averaging the neighbouring band values. Figure 1 5 shows spectral signatures for all lake samples, 
including lakes with multiple sample regions 
 
 
Figure 15 Raw CASI spectra including lakes with multiple sample regions. 
 
3.3.4.3 Data reduction and resultant spectral signatures 
 
The data volume was reduced because neither the statistical module in ERMAPPER or EXCEL, which  
was used to subsequently manipulate and create graphs of spectral signatures, could cope with 288 
variables. Values for every third band as well as the tail ends of the spectra were therefore removed          
from the dataset to produce a data set that was more easy to handle. This was considered appropriate          
since the tail regions of the spectra were not likely to contain information on the inherent optical           
properties of the lakes and therefore less crucial for analysis. The blue end of the spectrum is also          
subject to high atmospheric interference, low sensor sensitivities and a high and variable fraction of         
diffuse downwelling irradiance (Dekker, 1994). See also The remote sensors and data capture process. 
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Figure 16  Reduced CASI data with spikes removed (includes multiple sample regions for some             
lakes). The signature clearly standing out from the rest is a Woods lake sample. 
 
Figure 16 shows the spectral signatures of the resultant dataset. It is not easy to distinguish any distinct 
groupings or types using the shape of the signatures from this figure because of the sheer number of 
signatures. Difference in form can however be detected with some spectral signatures displaying clearly 
higher values in the 540-590 nm region than the others. 
 
To facilitate comparison, the spectra for the four groups of lakes were drawn in separate graphs, Figure        
17, Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the spectra for these groups respectively. Many of the  
spectral signatures show a more or less clear ‘bump” or reflectance maximum in the 520-600            
wavelength region likely to be due to a lack of aquatic humus absorption in the brown lakes and a couple  
of clear dips around 720 and 760 nm due to 02 and H20 absorption areas. The bump” is less             
pronounced in the spectra of the “brown” and the “corridor” groups. 
 
Table 5  CASI93 raw spectral signatures for the four different lake groups. Lakes with multiple samples 
have been averaged. 
 
Figure 17 CASI93 spectral signatures of lakes in  Figure 18  CASI93 spectral signatures of lakes in 
 the “green” group  the “brown” group   
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Figure 19  CASI93 spectral signatures of lakes in Figure 20 CASI93 spectral signatures of lakes in 
 the “corridor” group                  the “eastern” group 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3.4  Comparison of OCS and CASI data 
 
A simple visual comparison of remotely sensed data captured in 1990 (and 1993) with the OCS scanner 
and the data captured with the CASI scanner in 1993 was made. This comparison as pictured in Figure 
21 shows clearly the lack of detail in the signatures obtained from the OCS data compared to that from 
the CASI data. This is the main reasons for expending more effort on analysing the CASI dataset. 
 
The charts in Table 4 and Figure 15 show spectra of raw data of the lakes flown with the OCS on 
January 22, 1990 and the CASI during the period 30th June until 2nd February 1993, respectively. A 
comparison of the raw data from the two datasets for lakes representing the four lake types is shown in 
Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21  Comparison of OCS9O and CASI93 raw spectra using one lake sample from each group, 
“green” Lake Adelaide, “brown” Lake Rolleston, “corridor” Lake Richmond and             
“eastern” Lake Crescent. 
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The figure shows quite clearly the difference in detail of the spectra between the two datasets, especially          
in the wavelength region between 540 and 800 nanometres. 
 
The band positioning and the width of the OCS bands create signatures for the lakes that display much         
less detail than the CASI data from 1993. The digital values captured by the OCS sensor are an         
average of the spectral details visible in the CASI spectra represented by the widths of the displayed           
OCS bands. 
 
As mentioned previously the OCS scanner was also used in 1993 to record remotely sensed data at the 
same time as the CASI. A few lake region samples from OCS90 and OCS93 data are displayed in                
Figure 22 and Figure 23. Data for OCS band 8 (380 nm) and band 9 (960) were not part of the initially 
extracted OCS93 data samples. 
 
Figure 22 Raw OCS90 lake sample data Figure 23 Raw OCS93 lake sample data 
 
A visual comparison of the OCS90 and OCS93 lake spectra reveals that the signature shapes are            
different but the relative order determined by the magnitude of the signal is the same. The actual raw            
digital number values of the OCS93 run are approximately 2/3 of those of the 1990 run, possibly a result           
of a combination of differing weather conditions and scanner settings. The differences in spectral           
signature shapes are presumably mostly a result of different environmental conditions between the 
recording dates, time of day of recording but other reasons such as differences between sample areas and 
cannot be excluded. 
 
One lake signature stands out clearly compared to all others, the signature for Woods lake. This is the           
case in all three data sets, OCS90, OCS93 and CASI93. The difference in magnitude of the digital              
values is for the CASI around double (Figure 16) that of the other lakes and in the OCS it is more than 
double (Figure 22 and Figure 23). The reason for this is not clear but should be sought in the optical 
properties of Woods lake (see Collation of field sampled data). 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3.5 Collation of field sampled data 
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The main optical water quality parameter in the Tasmanian lakes flown in the remote sensing missions 
most likely to be resolvable in the remotely sensed data is aquatic humus. As explained in section 2.4.2 
Optical water quality parameters, concentrations of aquatic humus are commonly expressed as values of  
the absorption coefficient at 440 nm due to dissolved colour / gilvin (g440). The laboratory determined 
g440 values from water samples obtained in the field for the Tasmanian lakes studied are listed in Table 
6. 
 
Figure 24  A water sample is gathered for analysis from one of the “brown” lakes showing the          
typical colour of a lake rich in aquatic humus. 
 
The majority of the field sampled data used for analysis and comparison with the remotely sensed data            
was derived from water samples gathered by Peter Tyler and assistants concurrently with the flight 
overpass with the remote sensors. Aquatic humus concentrations were measured on field samples          
returned to the laboratory. The absorption at 440 nm was measured using a 4 centimetre cell and was 
recalculated to g440 values (m-1) by multiplying the absorptions values by 25 x 2,303. 
 
Bowling et al. (1986) claimed that the optical characteristics in the natural lakes do not vary greatly                   
over time. Values of g440 may change but a clear lake remains a clear lake, and a dystrophic one          
remains dystrophic (the position with corridor lakes may be less certain). It was therefore considered 
acceptable to use field sample values averaged over several years or from another year when data for 
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the time of overpass with the remote sensors was not available or not considered reliable. The lakes for 
which non-concurrent field values were used have been indicated in bold in Table 6. 
 
It should also be noted that the 1993 g440 values are for about 70% of the lakes (with values for both          
1990 and 1993) higher than the 1990 values. This may be attributable to the fact that g440 values prior          
to 1993 were measured by instruments in Tasmania and those in 1993 in Victoria and a difference           
between the instruments may have caused a difference in the values measured. However, the difference              
in values is not linear across the range of lakes and may just as well be a real effect of climatic                  
variation between times of measurement. The grouping of the lakes into four categories is as             
mentioned earlier based on the average g440 values (and to a lesser degree NTU values) and the  
geographic location in relation to edaphic, geological, floristic, zoological, and isohyet interfaces. 
 
Table 6 The Tasmanian lakes studied and the g440 values used for comparative analysis with the 
CASI93  and OCS9O data. Bold in column 7 or 8 indicates that no field data from        
respective year were available and that an average or other single date value was used       
instead. 
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Turbidity, when high, is also a parameter assumed to be resolvable in the remotely sensed data because           
of the effects on the scattering function of the water column and hence the optical light field (Dekker             
1993).  As listed in Table 7 most of the studied lakes show very low values, but a few have moderate 
values, Lake Crescent, Lake Sorell and Woods Lake, with the latter displaying five times as high values           
as the former two. 
 
Values of turbidity were obtained using a nephelometric turbidimeter and are expressed in NTU 
(Nephelometric Turbidity Units). 
 
Measurements of turbidity in field sampled data has to be regarded with some reservation since it is very 
hard to obtain samples without actually affecting the turbidity measurements in the process of sampling.  
The method of using a float plane for fielding sampling, which was the case in 1990 and 1993, greatly 
reduces this affect. 
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Table 7  Table listing NTU values for the lakes included in the Tasmanian remote sensing              
mission. Cells highlighted in light grey indicate values that show a large variation               
between 1990 and 1993. 
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Table 7 lists the NTU values as measured in 1993 and 1990. Most of the lakes listed in Table 7 show            
very low turbidity values. A few, notably Lakes Crescent, Sorell and Woods, have moderate values with 
the latter five times those of the former two. It should be noted that a few lakes have no measures for            
NTU and that some display quite a big difference between the two values, ie. Lake Crescent, Lake Sorell 
and Woods Lake. These three lakes are considered by the general classification into groups as belonging           
to a special group, the “eastern”, moderately turbid. Some “brown” lakes also display NTU values close              
to or higher than 1 , Lake Curly, Lake Dora, Hibbs Lagoon and Lake Margaret, as do the “corridor” lake, 
Petrarch, and some “green” lakes, Arthurs Lake, Lake Echo and Lake Lenone. Since most of the lakes 
flown in the Tasmanian remote sensing mission are not turbid, this optical parameter was not compared            
to the remotely sensed data or analysed further. 
 
The range of values of g440 recorded for the lakes is large (Table 6). As a crude approximation, R(0-)               
in blue wavelengths is approximately proportional to 1/g. This gives values ranging over more than 2             
orders of magnitude. By comparison, the NTU values show much less variation (Table 7), suggesting            
that, with the exception of the turbid lakes, scattering varies only about 3 fold. 
 
The spectral signature of Woods Lake (Figure 14 and Figure 20) stand out clearly against the others  
mainly because of difference in magnitude of the raw values. The NTU values for Woods Lake are            
nearly five times those of Lake Crescent and Lake Sorell and suspended matter is known to cause an 
increase of the scattering coefficient of the underwater light field. It is therefore tempting to assume a 
relationship between the NTU values and outstanding spectra of Woods Lake. However, further 
investigations into this relationship would be needed to confirm a correlation. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
3.6 Video tapes 
 
Vertical video recordings were made during the CASI/OCS flight in 1993 and were provided from           
CSIRO. They show nadir recordings of the flights over the lakes and give an indication of some of the 
prevailing conditions at the time. The commentary was unfortunately a bit muffled at times but the           
identity of the lakes could be derived from a comparison of the video time shown and the tabular notes 
provided. 
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The oral comments also provide information that highlight the fact that the weather conditions varied 
during the flights. “High cirrus clouds are moving in from the west”, “wind chop” and “sunglint is 
increasing as time is approaching noon” indicated changes in prevailing conditions. 
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4. Data manipulation and results 
 
___________________________________________     
4.1 Introduction 
 
Different approaches were considered and carried out to try to enhance and bring the remotely sensed        
data (from all sources, allowing for time variation, etc) to a comparable format and to correct for factors 
likely to highly influence the true spectra. The fact that the CASI93 data was registered over three days  
and that the atmospheric conditions varied both over the three days and also during the days, further 
complicated this task. 
 
The methods used to correct and prepare the CASI data for analysis can be divided broadly into three 
methods, Method A, Method B and Method C. The following sections summarise and discuss the tasks 
undertaken in these methods to prepare the data for comparison with field captured data and statistical 
analysis. These sections also describe the results of applying the methods to the data. 
 
Method A was the initial method used to prepare the OCS9O and CASI93 data for statistical analysis.      
The not very encouraging results from the application of this method, further literature research and 
contemplation on what ancillary data was actually available lead to the employment of Method B.         
Method C was attempted because employment of band ratios is reported in the literature as being 
potentially useful to extract information on remotely sensed features (Guoliang, 1989, Dekker , 1994). 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
4.2 Summary of methods 
 
The employment of Method A included standardising the remotely sensed data (both OCS9O and         
CASI93) to compensate for ‘overall brightness” and normalising the data across the three days of data 
capture. In Method B time correction factors were calculated and applied to the CASI data. A sky 
component was derived from available upwelling spectra and subtracted from the CASI data in an        
attempt remove a component of the obscuring influence of radiation not originating from the water      
bodies. A simple calculation of two different band ratios to reduce atmospheric effects comprised         
Method C. Averaging of the data for lakes with more than one sample was performed prior to statistical 
analysis and comparison with field data. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
4.3 Method A 
 
The main aim of Method A was to attempt to (directly) compare the “shape” of the spectral signatures       
for different lakes by standardising the data. In addition for the CASI93 data three region samples for       
Lake Rolleston, one for each day of flight with the CASI, were extracted. It was hoped that by  normalising 
two of these spectra to the third and applying the corresponding calculated correction       
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factors to spectra of lakes flown on the different days, would result in a nominal correction of differences   
in atmospheric conditions between the days for the whole CASI dataset. 
 
The steps in the data processing using Method A were in summary: 
• standardisation 
- performed to compensate for “overall brightness”, which was not counted as “shape” 
Table 8 show the standardisation formulas used. 
• day correction 
- calculate correction factors developed from four standardised Lake Rolleston spectral 
signatures. The region sample from 31/1/1993 was used to calculate factors for the other 
two days 
- apply correction factors to the spectral values of lake region samples not captured on 
31/1/1993 to help compensate for the effect of different atmospheric conditions on 
incoming radiation in the different days 
• average regions for lakes with more than one region sample 
 
4.3.1 Standardisation 
 
Standardisation was performed using the two formulas below on the raw, or rather calibrated raw,          
CASI93 data to compensate for “overall brightness”, which was not counted as “shape” and to reduce 
variation due to differences in brightness between the different band values, as well as (hopefully)       
correct for some day-to-day and time variation. The reason to use both the datasets resulting from         
applying two formulas for further analysis was that the visual inspection of the results on the CASI          
spectra revealed different results. The second standardisation formula is perhaps the better one - an  
estimate of the “overall brightness” of a lake is the area under its spectrum - Σxi is an estimate of this        
area, where xi equals intensity x in band i. 
 
Table 8  Standardisation formulas used to reduce inherent variation between bands and lake  
 samples. 
 
 
Standardisation formula 1           Standardisation formula 2 
 
Figure 25 shows a graph of the raw spectral data for the four Lake Rolleston samples captured on three 
different days. A difference in magnitude of the registered reflected signal is clearly noticeable between  
the sample captured on the 1/2/93 compared to the others.      
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Figure 25  Raw spectra for Lake Rolleston 
 
The results of applying the two different standardisation formulas to Lake Rolleston data samples can be 
viewed in Figure 26 and Figure 27. 
 
 
Figure 26 Standardised spectral values for Lake Figure 27 Standardised spectral values for Lake 
 Rolleston using formula 1 Rolleston using formula 2 
 
As can be noted, the different Lake Rolleston do not quite align which would be the ideal result. This 
indicates that there is truly a big difference between the samples from the different days. The           
application of standardisation also resulted in slightly different results for different lake spectra. For all 
lakes with samples registered on different days the signatures were definitely brought closer together. 
Results of applying the standardisation formulas to the other lakes in the CASI93 data are shown in the 
figures in Table 9 together with graphs of raw data and day corrected data. 
 
4.3.2  Day correction 
 
A correction, for the fact that the climatic conditions would have caused variation in incoming radiation 
between the three days of the CASI operation, was attempted using the four sample regions from Lake 
Rolleston captured on the three different days after the standardisation formulas in the last section had  
been applied. Band-by-band, the factor needed to alter the measured spectra for Lake Rolleston on          
1/2/93 and 2/2/93 to that on 31/1/93 was determined. These factors were then applied to all spectra for          
all lakes recorded on those days. 
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No day correction was applied to lakes belonging to the “green” and the “eastern” groups since the 
remotely sensed data for these two groups were captured only on 3 1/1/1993. 
 
4.3.3  Method A - data processing results 
 
The results of standardisation and the application of day correction factors to the raw data are displayed         
in column 1-4 in Table 9, each of the four groups represented by one lake sample to make it easier to         
view the results. The effects vary slightly between the lakes. The samples for Great Lake (green) are 
normalised into a near single spectra using standardisation (no day correction was needed) and Lake 
Beatrice (brown) are normalised to a similar uniform shape using standardisation formula 1 and day 
correction but is split apart by standardisation formula 2 and day correction. The sample from Lake 
Webster, a corridor lake, is similar to Great Lake but one of the samples was captured on a different day 
and day correction was applied. The application of day correction split the two samples. The samples            
for Lake Crescent show that standardisation brings the spectral signatures together by standardisation 
regardless of formula. 
 
Multiple lake spectra were overall brought closer in line with each other after all corrections and the 
employment of method A was therefore considered valid. 
 
In Table 10 the results of applying the two standardisation formulas and day correction are shown for all 
lake spectra in separate graphs for each group (as opposed to Table 9 with only one lake from each        
group). Application of both the standardisation formulas result in a slight separation of some of the  
spectral signatures in the “green” group compared to the raw data, together with a increased difference          
in magnitude between the blue-green and the red wavelengths. The effects on the spectra of the “brown” 
and “corridor” groups are similar to the “green” group. The “eastern” lake signatures as a group are              
also brought closer together by standardisation, albeit without the change in magnitude between the           
blue-green and red wavelengths. Application of day correction brings the spectra in the ‘brown”           
together whereas it disperses the spectra of the “corridor” group. 
 
It should be noted that as well as effects of solar elevation on downwelling irradiance, there is an  
additional effect of solar elevation on the path radiance and surface reflectance, which is not included              
in the above explained correction attempts. 
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          Table 9      Method A: Graphs showing raw CASI93 spectral signatures of lake samples representing the four lake groups, the result of applying standardisation formulas (1 and 2) and day correction for one “brown” and one “corridor” lake. 
                              The colour of the boxes around the graphs denotes both what graphs belong together and the lake group. 
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Table 10      Method A: Graphs showing examples of raw CASI93 spectral signatures (including multiple lake samples), the result of applying the two different standardisation formulas for the four groups and applying day correction for the                                
                     “brown” and the “corridor” groups. The colour of the boxes around the graphs denotes both what graphs belong together and lake group. 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 
4.4  Method B 
 
The aim of Method B was to use the only available upwelling data of one of the lakes flown (although           
not concurrent with the remote sensing operation) to estimate and reduce the atmospheric disturbance 
contribution to the received signal. Global irradiance data was supplied by the University of Tasmania          
and some meteorological data was obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology in Hobart in hope that it  
could be used to enhance the true spectra of the data. 
 
The steps in the data processing using Method B were in summary: 
 
• fit irradiance data (University of Tasmania) to global model (Iqbal 1983) 
• calculate time correction factors based on the irradiance data 
• apply time correction 
• calculate sky component using Great Lake upwelling spectra 
• subtract sky component from all time corrected lake spectra 
• average regions for lakes with more than one sample region 
 
4.4.1 Time correction 
 
A compensation for diurnal changes in solar elevation and global irradiance was attempted since the 
data for the lakes were captured at different times of day. The Department of Geography, University of 
Tasmania, kindly supplied data on global irradiance (0.3 um to 3 um) for two relatively clear days, May 
25 and January 31 1997 (no data was available for the actual days in 1993 of the CASI remote sensing 
mission). 
 
The irradiance data was captured at ~10 minute intervals and this was considered a sufficient interval to 
construct a time series of change in irradiance since more than a 5-10 minute accuracy of the manually 
recorded time for each CASI lake scan cannot be assumed. The data from January 31 1997 was plotted   
and compared to general models of irradiance (Iqbal 1983). The January irradiance curve was then        
fitted to an interpreted model of global irradiance under a cloudless sky accordingly (Figure 60). The       
fitted January curve was subsequently used to construct a time series (of factors) of the changes in 
magnitude during the day. These factors were then used to normalise the CASI data to compensate for   
data capture at different times. The calculation to compensate for changes in incoming irradiation         
during a day does not extend to cover local variations in the intensity in incoming irradiation caused by 
passing clouds or haze. 
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Figure 60  Global irradiance values for 31/1/1997 and modelled global irradiance for a cloudless sky 
(modified from Iqbal, 1983) 
 
4.4.2 Atmospheric correction using upwelling irradiance spectra for Great Lake 
 
Atmospheric correction of remotely sensed data is necessary to separate the surface effects (ie. optical 
parameters in the lake water) from atmospheric effects in the data as registered by the remote sensor. 
 
Since the influence of the atmosphere (both scattering and absorption), seen as a total effect, can be 
considered to be the variable influencing the true spectral signal most on its path from the lake to the 
sensor, an attempt at reducing this was performed. 
 
As described in the Background chapter, many other factors affect the reflectance (solar zenith angle, 
observation angle, flight direction, wind speed, etc.), but the contribution of these were considered 
comparatively small. Only if a significant correlation between remotely sensed data and data from water 
samples could be obtained by removing some of the general atmospheric influence was it considered 
worthwhile to try to also compensate for other factors influencing the remotely sensed data as part of the 
research. 
 
Several approaches to correct for atmospheric influences on the electro magnetic signals reaching          
remote sensors exist and are described in detail in the literature (Jupp et al. 1992, Ferrari et al. 1996).           
All of these approaches require some in situ measurements of relevant variables including irradiance            
and climatic variables. These data are usually collected in order to parameterise radiative transfer            
models used to atmospherically correct scanner data (see also 2.3.1 Atmospheric correction). 
 
However, the data obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology in Hobart did not include incident or diffuse 
irradiance at the time. Some of the data obtained, such as rainfall, temperature, pressure could possibly 
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be used in atmospheric correction models but only after translation and with intrinsic knowledge of the 
methods. It was therefore not considered an option within the scope of this study. 
 
A comparison of the irradiance data for the May date and the January date in 1997 obtained from the 
University of Tasmania indicated a difference in magnitude of approx. 2.5 in the values at the times the 
lakes were flown (M.Russell, 1997). An average factor of 2.5 (see Table 11) was therefore applied to all        
the data to compensate for the fact that the Great Lake irradiance data was measured in May and the         
CASI data registered in late January and therefore displayed only approximately half the magnitude.           
The wavelength dependency for values of this factor could not be taken into account since no such data  
was available. 
 
Upwelling irradiance data from Great Lake was published by Bowling et al. (1986). It is the only lake           
for which data was available that was also covered by the CASI/OCS remote sensing operation.         
Upwelling and downwelling PAR (400-700 nm) had been measured in May 1983 using a Lambda LI-         
Cor LI-185 quantameter and LI192S underwater quanta sensor. The measurements were referenced to 
incident radiation measured simultaneously with a LI-Cor LI-190S quanta sensor (deck cell) held  
horizontal above the lake surface. Measurements were made in calm conditions under cloudless skies          
and as close to solar noon as possible. 
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Figure 61  Subsurface upwelling irradiance spectra for Great Lake (modified from Bowling, 1986) 
 
The subsurface upwelling radiation data for Great Lake was used to try to estimate and remove the 
atmospheric or sky effect on the remotely sensed signal (CASI) in the following manner. 
 
The data on subsurface upwelling irradiance for Great Lake was extracted from the graph showing 
irradiance (quanta-2 s1 nm-1 x 1015) for wavelengths from 400 nm to 750 nm (Figure 61). Data values           
(0.1 m below surface spectra) were manually read off the graph in 25 nm increments and translated from 
quanta (m-2 s1 nm-1) to spectral irradiance (W m-2 nm-1) using the conversion factor shown as part of the 
calculations shown under (2) on page 64. 
 
To calculate radiance values from the digital counts (calibrated spectral radiance, scaled as 1 6 bit         
integers) a peak spectral radiance unit (peak SRU) is required. The peak SRU is used to calculate the        
SRU for each pixel in the dataset. It is derived from the analysis of four factors - the signal generated by 
incident light, the contributions of dark current and electronic offset and any instrument non-        
uniformities. The peak SRU is the value that the highest 16 bit value will correspond to. By putting the 
peak SRU value to be 65.535 it is simply stated that for every 1000 units of the processed imagery, there        
is 1 SRU, although it is unlikely to encounter an actual SRU value in any imagery as high as 65.535. A 
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low peak SRU could be selected to highlight the information in the water when this is the main interest 
(land values would become saturated) and a high peak SRU if it is land targets that contain the sought 
information. The peak SRU used for the Tasmanian CASI data was 65.535 (Itres’ standard for 16 bit        
data). 
 
In the CASI processing information document obtained with CASI data from the CSIRO it states that        
“We don’t bother with optimising the scaling factor for each band because the CASI noise levels are so 
very low” (Parkin, 1993). The noise equivalent in the data ranges from ~.02 - 2.0 SRU’s. Once the          
imagery had been scaled to 16 bits the noise equivalents would be 20 units - 200 units. Tt is also stated           
that there would have to be very low signal levels in the images for noise floors of this value to be 
significant (the imagery could potentially have values form 0-65535 units). However, this is actually the 
case for some of the Tasmanian data, especially the longer wavelengths, ie. a very low signal to noise        
ratio. 
 
The CASI data was transformed to units of actual spectral irradiance using the TTRES supplied equation 
and the peak Spectral Radiance Unit (SRU) of 65.535 (the default used by the CASI operators).          
Conversion from 16-bit values to SRU’s (Spectral Radiance Units - µW cm-2 nm-1 sr-1) is obtained by              
using the formula in Equation 1/Equation 2, (ie. multiply with 10-3). 
 
 
 
Equation 1 Formula to convert 16-bit image data values to Spectral Radiance Units 
 
 
 
Equation 2 Example of Equation 1 using a Great Lake value 
 
The expected upwelling irradiance values derived from the graph of subsurface upwelling irradiance for 
Great Lake were interpolated for all bands (440.87-804.44 nm). The assumed sky light fraction for each 
band of the CASI data was subsequently derived by subtracting the Great Lake expected upwelling 
irradiance values from the CASI values. The Great Lake upwelling radiance measurements were         
recorded as close to solar noon as possible (Bowling et al., 1986) The values (sky correction factors) 
calculated from this relationship were then used to correct the data for the time corrected lake spectra           
(see also Table 13). 
 
The following calculations explains the detail of the calculations of appropriate units and sky correction 
factors applied to the raw CASI data based on Method B using an average of the two Great Lake         
samples. 
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(1) Calculation transforming CASI digital numbers into irradiance  
 Irradiance = “raw digital number” *Q*10-3 (W m2 nm-1) 
 where Q = 5 , and Q the angular distribution factor of radiance for conversion of Lwu 
(subsurface upwelling radiance in nadir view) to E wu (subsurface upwelling irradiance): 
 E wu = 5 L wu (Dekker, 1993). (See also 2.3 Properties that define the radiation field and  
 factors that affect the flow of radiation.) 
  converting the 16-bit digital number to W m2 nm-1 
 
(2) Calculation of CASI time corrected spectral irradiance value for Great Lake 
 
(3) Calculation deriving the expected spectral irradiance as per Great Lake graph: 
 Irradiance = Ewu *time of year factor * 1015 * h * c / λ 
  Ewu irradiance Quanta/m2/s1/nm-1 * 1015 (figure 61) 
 where “time of year factor” = 2.5 (see 4.4.2 Atmospheric correction using upwelling 
irradiance spectra for Great Lake) 
  h = Planck’s constant 
  c = speed of light 
  λ = wavelength in m  
 (1 quanta/sec = hc/λ W 
 
(4) Calculation deriving sky correction factor. 
 “Great Lake CASI spectral irradiance” minus “Expected Great Lake spectral  
 irradiance” 
 
The table below lists the resultant values of the calculations of the CASI Great Lake values for a few  
bands. 
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Table 11  Table showing an example of the calculations performed to obtain appropriate units and  
 the factors for the sky light component using Great Lake upwelling spectra from 1986.  
 The numbers in brackets in the first row refer to the calculations above. 
 
 
4.4.3 Method B - data processing results 
 
Figure 62 shows a graph of the uncorrected spectral irradiance calculated from the raw CASI93 data for 
Great Lake together with the expected spectral irradiance as derived from the subsurface upwelling 
irradiance (Figure 61) and the calculated spectra representing the assumed sky fraction. 
 
 
Figure 62  Graph showing uncorrected CASI irradiance, the expected irradiance as derived from  
 Great Lake graph of upwelling irradiance and spectra of the derived sky fraction. 
 
The shape of the sky component or fraction has a quite large dip in the 520-700 nm region or a 
bump/plateau in 620-804 nm region, which is a legacy from the upwelling Great Lake spectra. It is 
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clear from Figure 62 that the corrected upwelling irradiance and water-leaving irradiance are       
incompatible, in that the calculated contribution from path radiance and skyglint is zero around 600 nm.         
A normal spectral irradiance curve is shown in Figure 63. 
 
 
Figure 63 Diffuse spectral irradiance on a horizontal surface (from Iqbal, 1983). 
 
The inputs into the calculation of the sky component were therefore suspected to be somewhat erroneous  
or the calculations needing further inputs and/or refinement . Attempts using lower and higher factors       
than 2.5 did not improve the end results. Although it was suspected at this stage that this calculation of         
the sky component and its use in the data manipulation process would not result in a dataset correlating 
well to field sample data, it was still considered valid to proceed in order to use this data to compare        
with the results from Method A and Method C. Also the general shape of the lake spectra that resulted  
from applying Method B did approach the expected form of an upwelling water spectra (compare Figure 
61), ie. low reflection in the blue-green and red regions supported a continued investigation of the         
results. 
 
In Table 12 graphs show a comparison of the results of applying time correction and removal of the sky 
component from raw data converted to units of irradiance. One representative of each lake group was 
chosen to clearly display the effects of the data processing. Time correction increases irradiance values      
of the sample spectra for all lakes but only the samples of Lake Webster are actually brought closer 
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together, which could be expected for all lakes if the difference in magnitude between the spectra was 
mostly related to data capture at different times. It is obvious that this correction alone is not enough.           
The spectra of Great Lake, captured virtually at the same time display quite a difference in magnitude. 
Naturally, time correction has no effect on these spectra. Since the sky component was derived from the 
upwelling spectra of Great Lake, the remotely sensed spectral samples naturally take on the same shape. 
One of the samples of Lake Beatrice display the previously mentioned negative/zero values when the sky 
component is subtracted. Both Lake Webster samples and Lake Crescent Samples are affected similarly         
to Great Lake. 
 
To provide a more complete picture of the result of applying Method B all lake spectra divided on        
groups are displayed in Table 13. The effect of the time correction separates the spectra in all groups 
somewhat. Judging the results in column three (time correction applied and sky component subtracted), 
there is no visible separation between the majority of the spectra in the “green” group, the “brown”          
group and the “corridor” group. The “eastern” group differs from the other but this is obvious already in  
the raw data. 
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Table 12 Method B: Graphs showing raw CASI93 spectral signatures of lake samples representing the four groups, the result of applying time correction factors and subtraction of the sky component. The digital numbers have been converted to  
 spectral irradiance (Wm The last column of charts shows the multiple lake samples averaged. The colour of the boxes around the graphs denotes both what graphs belong together and lake group. 
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Table 13  Method B: Graphs showing raw CASI93 spectral signatures of lake samples representing the four groups, the result of applying time correction factors and subtraction of the sky component. The digital numbers have been converted to  
 spectral irradiance (Wm The last column of charts shows the spectra of all the lakes after averaging the signatures from lakes with multiple samples. The colour of the boxes around the graphs denotes both what graphs belong  
 together and lake group. 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 
4.5  Method C 
 
The aim of Method C was to create data from band ratios that would capture a spectral difference          
between the lake sample spectra since the use of band ratios have a shown to reduce atmospheric effects  
and provide improved correlation with field measured parameters (Dekker 1994). 
 
Two different band ratios were calculated for the CASI data for comparison with field captured data. 
 
• A band at ~550 nm was chosen to complement ~440 nm band 
• A band at ~680 nm was chosen to complement ~790 nm band 
 
The two ratios used were selected based on two aquatic humus absorption maxima potentially present       
in the CASI data at ~440 nm and at ~790 nm (see 2.4.2 Optical water quality parameters). Two bands              
of reflexion maxima, 550.4 and 679.65 were chosen in ranges not situated too far from the bands of 
absorption maxima, 440.87 and 789.93, to avoid introducing errors from other absorption features and 
wavelength dependant atmospheric transmittance differences (see 2.3. 1 Atmospheric correction). 
However, it is acknowledged that absorption due to humus at 790 nm is likely to be very small          
compared to absorption due to water itself. There is also a potential problem in choosing 440/550 nm               
band ratio in that this ratio responds about equally to changes in changes in chlorophyll and changes in 
humus. It was considered appropriate since all the investigated lakes are low in chlorophyll content. 
 
4.5.1 Method C - data processing results 
 
The resultant data sets from applying Method C to the raw CASI93 data are displayed in Table 14. The 
resultant values were then used in statistical analysis (see 5.4.2 Regression results using band ratios). 
 
Table 14   Resultant data values from calculating two ratios. 
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4.6 Correction methods applied to OCS9O data 
 
Although the OCS9O raw data reveal less detail than the CASI93 data it was deemed appropriate to at  
least attempt standardisation of the data for further analysis since some separation of the different group 
was visible in the raw data. 
 
Standardisation was performed to compensate for “overall brightness” which could not be attributed to the 
actual ‘shape” of the different lake signatures. The standardisation formulas used were the same as             
those used for the CASI data (see Table 8). 
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The spectral signatures of the raw OCS9O data and resultant standardised signatures for the OCS data          
are displayed in Table 15. The graphs of the “green” group are brought together to slightly different           
shape depending on the standardisation formula used. A similar result is achieved for the “corridor”        
group. The “brown” group are brought together closely by the formula 1 but not quite in the same way 
using formula 2. The “eastern” group spectra are brought together in the 480-580 nm wavelength             
region applying Formula 1 whereas the effect of applying Formula 2 still leaves one spectra (Woods         
Lake) separate from the others. As can be viewed in the graphs showing all spectral signatures together            
in one graph, the separation of the “brown” group and the “eastern” group is more distinct applying 
Formula 1 than Formula 2. 
 
The standardised values were subsequently used to statistically compare the OCS9O data to field          
measured values of g440 (see Chapter 5 Statistical analysis and results). 
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Table 15  Graphs showing OCS9O spectral signatures of lake samples divided into the four groups. The different graphs show raw data, and the spectral signatures resulting from applying standardisation formula 1 (stdl) and standardisation  
 formula 2 (std2) for each group and for all lake samples together. 
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5. Statistical analysis and results 
 
___________________________________________    
5.1 Introduction 
 
Statistical analysis was carried out to investigate the relationships between the remotely sensed data and  
the field measured aquatic humus concentrations (coefficients for g440). Standardised OCS data was 
explored using factor analysis and regression analysis with g440 field data. The CASI93 datasets          
resulting from Methods A, B and C were explored. A selection of results as considered appropriate are 
displayed and discussed in this section. 
 
The statistical analysis methods applied were: 
 
• discriminant analysis 
• factor analysis (Principal Component analysis - pca) 
• regression analysis 
• cluster analysis 
 
The classification of the studied Tasmanian lakes into four groups (green, brown, corridor and turbid) 
enabled comparison with the remotely sensed data using discriminant analysis on number of the datasets 
resulting from the three data manipulation methods. 
 
Data reduction was performed using pca in the Factor Analysis module in SYSTAT6.0. It was used to 
create variables that would contain the inherent largest amount of variation for use in comparison with            
the field measured values of g440. Factor analysis was performed on the standardised OCS data as well            
as a number of the other CASI datasets resulting from the three methods. 
 
Linear regression analyses were carried out to explore the relationship between the remotely sensed data 
and field recorded concentrations of aquatic humus (g440 using EXCEL7.0). Regression was performed  
on a number of the datasets: 
 
• g400 values against factor scores data resulting from the factor analysis of the raw, 
standardised, standardised and day corrected (Method A), and time and sky corrected 
datasets (Method B); 
• g440 values and the ratio of the CASI bands 440.87/550.64 (Method C); 
• g440 values and the ratio of the CASI bands 789.93/679.65 (Method C); 
 
Regression analysis with of g440 and CASI values with lake groups was also carried out using the 
standardised and the sky corrected datasets. 
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Cluster analysis (also SYSTAT6.0) was performed on the standardised, and standardised and day   
corrected CASI data. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
5.2  Discriminant analysis 
 
Since the classification of the lakes into four groups, green, brown, corridor and eastern, is not entirely 
based on aquatic humus concentrations, an alternative analysis was carried out on the data sets for the  
four lake groups resulting from Method A (CASI 93-stdl, CASI93-stdl-dav, CASI93-std2, CASI93-std2- 
day) and Method B (CASI93-atc-av). Multiple discriminant analysis was used to estimate the  
relationship between the predetermined groups and the remotely sensed datasets. By letting the lake 
samples fall into one of the four groups it was hoped that the belonging to a group could be explained by 
the remotely sensed data. The analysis was performed on all lakes in an attempt to show the degree of 
success in classifying the lakes into four groups. 
 
5.2.1 Results 
 
Table 16 lists the percentage of correctly classified lakes for each lake group for each dataset (CASI93). 
The percent correctly classified lakes is 100% for the standardised data sets whereas the sky corrected 
dataset display about 20% less correctly classified lakes for all groups but the “eastern”. The success of  
the overall classification for the majority of the datasets could be seen as overly optimistic given the  
large number of variables (bands) available. 
 
Table 16 Percentage of correctly classified lakes 
 
 
For the standardised CASI93 data (formula 1 and 2) and day corrected data, the canonical scores plots of 
the three factors against each other for the four groups of lakes show a clear separation of the groups     
when plotting factor 1 against 2, 1 against 3 and 2 against 3. This is also made clearly visible in the 
canonical scores plots in Table 17. 
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Table 17  Canonical scores plots for selected results. The prediction groups are 1-red-“green”  
 group, 2-cyan-“brown”  group, 3-green-“corridor” group, 4-blue-“eastern”. 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
5.3 Factor Analysis 
 
Standard factor analysis is most commonly used from an exploratory perspective or to reduce redundancy. 
It permits the description of multi-dimensional data in such a way that the first axis (or principal 
component) contains the maximum variance, diminishing in successive components. Therefore, the sum of 
the variance of all the components will be equal to the total variance contained in the input data. The 
biggest benefit achieved would be a great reduction in data dimensions with minimum loss of information. 
Also, information belonging to higher order components is obviated. 
 
Factor analysis using SYSTAT6.0 was carried out using the pca methods option. Correlation was the 
matrix option for extraction, no rotation was performed (varimax rotation was tried but did not improve the 
results). Three factors were extracted, the loadings were sorted and the scores were saved for use in 
regression analysis. Pca was carried out for five groups of datasets resulting from method A and B 
including intermediate steps. The names in brackets refer to dataset names used in the tables displaying 
results. 
• raw data (CASI93-raw-av, OCS90-raw-av) 
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• Method A, standardised data using formula 1 (CASI93-stdl, OCS90-stdl) and standardised 
data using formula 2 (CASI93-std2, OCS90-std2) 
• Method A, standardised data, day corrected using Lake Rolleston data (CASI93-stdl-dav and 
CASI93-std2-dav) 
• Method B, time corrected (using irradiance data supplied by University of Tasmania) and sky 
component corrected data (using upwelling irradiance data from Great Lake) (Method B) 
 
5.3.1 Results 
 
Three factors were determined and the results showing percent of total variance explained by the three first 
factors for the different datasets are displayed in the table below. 
 
Table 18  Percent of total variance explained by the three first factors resulting from Principal 
Component Analysis. 
 
 
The first component or axis of variance resulting from the factor analysis performed on the CASI93 data 
apparently contains most of the noise created by atmospheric influences still present in the raw data 
because of the component loading for bands 440-730 nm being > 0.9 and this is the region where the 
atmospheric influence is highest and the differing atmospheric conditions would cause variation. The 
component loadings for the standardised datasets show a much more narrow region displaying values> 
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0.9. eg 630-710 nm with negative values below 570nm.  The result of the component loadings were            
nearly the same for the time and sky corrected dataset as for the raw data (indicated also by the similar 
percent of total variance explained in Table 18).  The interpretation of the factors and component          
loadings is not a simple task and since the primary objective of the factor analysis was to reduce data          
redundancy no further efforts were expended on analysing the factors.  Factor analysis of the OCS90 s 
similar results as the CASI93 data. 
 
The main objective of the factor analysis was to create a new and smaller set of composite variable and 
therefore the factor scores were saved for use in regession analysis.  It was hoped that the factor scores 
being composite measures for each lake sample and representing the degree to which each individual            
lake sample scores on the many variables (bands) that load high on a factor would display a correlation 
with g440 field data. 
 
The result of the factor analysis was also viewed in a tabular format to simply investigate how the           
different lake samples grouped.  In Table 19 the result shows that half of the lakes in the “green” group 
cluster together whereas the rest of the green lakes and the lakes in the other three groups are quite              
mixed up. 
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Table 19  Table showing the scores of Factor 1 resulting from factor analysis of the standardised 
(formula 2) data sorted on factor 1 
 
5.4  Regression analysis 
 
To investigate whether any trends were present in the different datasets when compared to field captured 
data, regression analysis was carried out. The field data (g440) captured in 1993 were compared to the 
factors scores of the different CASI data sets resulting from Method A and Method B as well as band  
ratios from Method C as well as raw data. Average g440 data were also used in the comparison. The          
factor scores of the OCS90 data were also regressed against g440 field values. The statistical test used         
was one-sided in order to investigate if there was sufficient evidence to conclude that the true correlation 
coefficient was positive. This would be expected if an increase in g440 values was a major source of 
variation captured by the factor analysis. 
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5.4.1 Regression results using factors 
 
The results of regressing the factors of the CASI93 and OCS90 datasets against g440 field values are 
shown in the form of scatter plots of factor 1 from the CASI93-std2 dataset regressed against average and 
1993 g440 values. Examples are displayed in Figure 115 and Figure 1 16. These are the datasets showing 
the highest correlation with g440 values, however the r values are very low which indicates that there is a 
lot of variation present in the dataset other than that explained by the regression. The graphical displays 
shows this variation clearly. They also show clearly a strong non-linear relationship, which may not be 
surprising since reflectance depends in a non-linear (inverse) way on g400, and that the use of linear 
regression is perhaps inappropriate. 
 
 
Figure 115 Scatter plot of factor 1 from the Figure 116  Scatter plot of factor 1 from the 
CASI93-std2 dataset against average g440 field CASI93-std2 dataset against 1993 g440 field 
values. values. 
 
The strong non-linear relationship displayed above is similar for all datasets. The relationship seems 
different for lakes with higher g440 values. Scatter plots of lakes with g440 values exceeding 0.9 were 
therefore plotted for the main data sets (Figure 117 - Figure 122). However, no significant linear trend           
can be gleaned from these either. 
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5.4.2 Regression results using band ratios 
 
Calculation of band ratios from the CASI data was attempted hoping that perhaps this quite established 
method of highlighting components of the data varying between bands in a significant way would                
reveal a stronger correlation than the other attempts of correction. The results show however that the 
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correlation is slightly less than for the standardised data sets and does not differ between the two ratios 
used. The p-values are all below 0.05 and do indicate that there definitely is a trend present. The r2             
values indicate a residual variation somewhere between the standardised and the standardised and day 
corrected datasets. Other ratios such as other combinations in the blue-green region and in the red               
region produced slightly more or less correlation, approx. +/- 10%. 
 
Table 20  Table listing results from regressions performed on g440 values and two different CASI             
ratios. 
 
 
These results can be compared to the results of regressing the other data sets against field data. The 
correlation values are similar with slightly less variation not explained by the equation of the straight                
line fitted to the data. Figure 123 and Figure 124 display scatter plots of the two ratios against g440      
average values. The positive correlation result between the 680/790 and g440 values in Figure 124 is 
opposite of what would be expected if this correlation was due to humus absorption at 790 nm. It could 
possibly be due to greater humus absorption at 670 nm. 
 
 
 
Figure 123 CASI93 440.87/550.4 ratio values Figure 124  CASI93 679.65/789.9 ratio values 
 plotted against average g440 values   plotted against average g440 values 
 
5.5 Cluster analysis 
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Cluster analysis, using ‘kmeans’ option with euclidean distance was performed to investigate whether 
any clustering tendencies with resemblance to the predetermined groups could be detected. See Figure 
125 for results from using the dataset standardised with formula 2. 
 
 
 
Figure 125  Table of sorted results from the CASI-std2 dataset using ‘kmeans’, euclidean distance, 
compared with predetermined groups. 
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Cluster analysis was also performed using the ‘join’ method to determine cluster trees. An example of            
the cluster analysis using ‘complete” linkage method is displayed in Figure 126. 
 
 
 
Figure 126 Cluster tree for Std2 using ‘complete’ linkage method. 
 
The result does not show any clustering similar to these groups except for the three “eastern” lakes,           
Sorell, Crescent and Woods. Using other linkage methods such as average or centroid do not even              
cluster the “eastern” lakes indicating that no conclusions should readily be drawn from the result from             
the complete linkage. 
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6. Concluding discussion 
 
________________________________________     
6.1 Summary of statistical analysis results 
 
The results from discriminant analysis comparing the CASI93 data to the four predetermined groups 
provide a 100 % correct classification into these groups for most datasets. This supports the assumption  
that the a priori classification is appropriate. The positive result from the discriminant analysis also              
show that the CASI lake samples do contain spectral differences that match the groupings and can             
manifest themselves through this type of analysis. 
 
The cluster analysis, both kmeans (euclidean distance) and join, did not result in clusters well           
representing the four predetermined groups. The only lake group that gets satisfactorily clustered is the 
‘eastern” group using ‘complete’ linkage in the join method. 
 
The investigation of the data resulting from employing the three different methods of correcting or 
manipulating the raw CASI data show for some datasets a definite trend of correlation when factor             
scores are regressed against the g440 field data. However, the strong non-linear relationship between             
the datasets showed that a one-sided linear regression test was not appropriate. 
 
It was initially hoped that using Method B, ie. a removal of the sky component, would have produced      
some results showing a more distinct trend in the results from the regression analysis. The shape of the          
sky component did give an indication that the results from applying Method B would not give positive 
results. 
 
Method C, the analysis of the relationship between CASI band ratio values with field data showed a  
similar regression result as Method A for both ratios. 
 
These results provide food for thought and the section below discusses the factors possibly obscuring the 
true spectra of the lakes and other related issues. 
 
6.2 Why is there no significant statistical correlation between the                             
remotely sensed data and the field data? 
 
The lack of significant trends in the comparison results between remotely sensed data and field values of 
g440 indicate that the variation in atmospheric conditions between different times and days as well as         
from place to place may be greater than the actual difference in the reflected electromagnetic radiation 
between the lakes registered by the remote sensors. The assumed difference in atmospheric conditions is 
supported by comments in the supplied data sheets from the CASI93 flight and from comments on the 
supplied video tapes. 
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The conclusion drawn from this research is therefore that effects on the remotely sensed signals             
resulting from the inherent variation in aquatic humus concentration between the studied lakes is            
obscured by effects of variations in atmospheric conditions in time and place. 
 
The large number of bands in the CASI data is likely to contain highly correlated data but the limited 
widths of these bands cannot be assumed to obscure or average away any significant reflectance or 
absorption peaks present. The factor analysis (pca) would lower data redundancy and the use of the 
resultant factor scores for subsequent analysis can be considered appropriate. 
 
Remotely sensed data from oligotrophic water bodies without concurrent measurements of incoming 
irradiation, atmospheric conditions, environmental field data such as wind speed and direction, or              
at least radiometric data from the lakes such as upwelling irradiance, do not lend itself well to qualitative 
(and definitely not quantitative) analysis, modelling of radiative transfer or comparison with field      
measured concentrations of aquatic humus. 
 
The main factors contributing to the poor result of the study of the remotely sensed CASI data and the g440 
values measured from the field sampled lakes are summarised below. These factors, despite partly being 
overlapping and interdependent, can be grouped into three groups, atmospheric conditions, data processing 
and manipulation methods and field data issues. 
 
Atmospheric conditions: 
 
• The atmospheric conditions in the study area are highly variable in time and space. The obscuring 
effects of these conditions on the remotely sensed data of the Tasmanian lakes are accentuated 
because: 
-  low reflected radiation signal from oligotrophic water bodies in general over the EMR spectrum 
-  aquatic humus absorption is highest in the short end of EMR spectrum and the                      
influence from the atmosphere is highest in the short end of EMR spectrum. 
 
• The concentration of particles in the atmosphere will vary from place to place and with time at any 
given place. The effect of this Mie scattering is perhaps the largest contributor to the variation in 
the reflected signals from the water bodies and the most varied and the hardest to compensate for 
because of its variation in time and place. At lower solar elevation, ie. in the early morning and the 
late afternoon, the effect of scattering increases because of the longer atmospheric path length of 
the solar beam. This leads to a relatively larger contribution of skylight than direct solar flux in the 
total irradiance reaching the earth’s surface. 
 
• Variation in haze and/or cloud cover may also cause variations hard to correct for. A few isolated 
clouds in a clear sky increase the amount of diffuse flux received at the surface as long as they do 
not directly obscure the sun. A 5-10% increase is possible according to Kirk (1994). Continuous 
cloud sheets will reduce irradiance. A thin sheet of cirrus may decrease the irradiance by 70% 
compared to a clear sky. 
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Data processing and manipulation methods: 
 
• When processing the 16-bit CASI data the peak SRU value was set to be 65.535. This simply 
means that for every 1000 units of the processed imagery, there is 1 SRU, although it is unlikely to 
encounter an actual SRU value in any imagery as high as 65.535. A much lower peak SRU should 
perhaps have been selected to highlight the information in the water. In the CASI processing 
information document obtained with CASI data from the CSIRO it states that “We don’t bother 
with optimising the scaling factor for each band because the CASI noise levels are so very low”. 
The noise equivalent in the data ranges from ~.02 - 2.0 SRU’s. Once the imagery had been scaled 
to 16 bits the noise equivalents would be 20 units - 200 units. It is also stated that there would 
have to be very low signal levels in the images for noise floors of this value to be significant (the 
imagery could potentially have values form 0-65535 units). However, this is actually the case for 
some of the Tasmanian data, especially for values of the longer wavelengths, ie. a very low signal 
to noise ratio. Perhaps the resolvability of optical parameters in the CASI data could have been 
increased by more careful post-processing of the raw data. 
 
• Method A. Two different standardisation or scaling formulas (Formula 1 and Formula 2) were 
applied to the raw remotely sensed data to compensate for differences in scale between the lake 
spectral signatures supposedly not related to shape. There is no major difference in the results 
from the use of the different standardisation formulas in relation to the factors resulting from the 
factor analysis when used in the regression analysis. The need for any scaling could be eliminated 
and accuracy increased if a concurrent measurement of incoming irradiance were made so that the 
this scaling factor could be eliminated. 
 
• Method A. The appropriateness of applying day correction factors calculated from Lake Rolleston 
needs to be questioned. Multitemporal samples from all lakes would have been necessary to 
determine whether application of day correction is appropriate or not and to allow an appropriate 
choice to be made. In the present study there is only multi-temporal data for some lakes which 
means that although it seemed to be appropriate to apply it to some lakes but not others, this 
decision cannot be made for the rest of the lakes captured on one single date (other than the 
31/1/93), since the variation in atmospheric conditions in time and space can’t be estimated 
without further data on these conditions. 
 
• Method B. The sky component calculated from the upwelling spectra of Great Lake (Bowling et 
al. 1986) is potentially the result of sources of error as discussed above and in Data. The factor of 
2,5 applied obviously introduces a somewhat too large sky component for many lakes since it 
results in some spectral values becoming negative. 
The sky component calculated by subtracting the upwelling radiation from the remotely sensed 
signal will also contain an inherent refraction component added/subtracted from the reflectance at 
air/water interface. In Bowling et al. (1986) the experimental conditions are described as cloudless 
skies with minimal surface ripples. Changes to the roughness of the water surface by wind 
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introduces a decrease in reflectance at low solar elevations. The changes to upwelling radiation at 
the air/water interface are complex and hard to determine since wind ruffle of the surface will 
introduce changes and complete internal reflection can occur at ӨW >49°. This may as mentioned 
above contribute to a difference in the reflected radiation of lakes recorded very close in time and 
therefore perhaps the results from Bowling are not quite appropriate to apply to remotely sensed 
data recorded under different conditions. 
 
• Method B. The appropriateness of time correction factors. As can be seen in Table 12 lakes with 
multiple samples such as Great Lake and Lake Crescent, where the difference in time between 
recordings is negligible, a clear magnitude in the reflected radiance between the samples is 
obvious. This is naturally not compensated for by applying time correction factors. A possible 
reason for the difference in magnitude could be differences in sky glint effects, wind ripples and 
passing clouds. The difference in the atmospheric condition may also be large enough to obscure 
any actual irradiance difference due to time of day. The spectra of two Lake Beatrice samples are 
not brought together by time correction whereas the spectra for Lake Webster are brought 
somewhat closer. The difference in prevailing atmospheric conditions may, as mentioned above, 
have been too large compared to the relatively smaller difference due to the time of day. Varying 
flight directions were assumed to be a minor factor affecting the remotely sensed data since lake 
region samples were extracted for as close to nadir as possible. Perhaps this assumptions is a bit 
false, but when examining lakes with multiple samples there is no obvious difference between 
lakes where the samples represent data capture at different flight angles (relative to the sun, ie. 
time of day). 
 
• Method B: The sky component calculated from Great Lake upwelling data (Figure 62) seems from 
a simple visual inspection to have a shape not commensurate to graphs of diffuse sky irradiation in 
Iqbal (1983), see Figure 63. This might be the reason for the lack of correlation between remotely 
sensed data and field sampled data and after application of time correction and subtraction of sky 
component. The shape of the sky component could be a result of the atmospheric conditions at the 
time of measuring of the Great Lake upwelling irradiance and therefore inappropriate to apply to 
data captured at any other time. 
 
 
 
Field data: 
 
• There is a certain amount of uncertainty inherent in the field values used both for 1993 and 1990 
since some are based on averages or a single date value when no data for these years were 
available or when the field measured values for a year were considered wrong (see also Table 6). 
The use of different instruments to measure and calculate g440 values before and after 1993 could 
perhaps also have introduced errors in the field data but further investigations into this were not 
possible within the scope of this research. 
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6.3 How the results may be improved - comments for the future 
 
The retrospective study enabled some critic of the design of this remote sensing mission to be made. A 
gamble was taken that the remotely sensed data would be useful and useable with minimal optical data            
for many of the lakes. Qualitative statements could potentially have been improved if there had been 
radiance measurements of upwelling radiance for all lakes available but it is unlikely that it would have 
been possible to develop algorithms or make quantitative statements anyway because of the lack of 
ancillary information describing the varying atmospheric conditions at the time of data capture. 
 
Because of the difficulties in achieving useable results from analysis of pre-existing remotely sensed data 
when adequate ancillary information is not available, serious deliberation needs to be taken before 
embarking on a remote sensing mission of this kind. From the research articles reviewed it becomes 
obvious that different approaches or models require different ancillary information to model             
relationships between remotely sensed data and environmental features. This is so both if qualitative or 
quantitative values of these relationships are sought. 
 
The conclusions resulting from this study are therefore quite simple. There seems to be limited point in 
analysing existing remotely sensed data from oligotrophic water bodies for which ancillary data is not 
available or obtainable. The variation in atmospheric conditions in the relatively small study area in 
Tasmania during the three days also makes it doubtful whether application of models to remove standard 
atmospheric disturbance would introduce any significant improvement to the correlation between           
remotely sensed data and field measured water quality parameters. 
 
However, concurrent measurement of incoming irradiation when flying an airborne scanner (which is           
now standard for CASI  missions, but was not in 1993) could perhaps improve correlation with optical  
field data. Anger (1994) reports a 60 % system performance improvement of the new CASI system           
which could also be expected to improve results if a new mission was under taken. Concurrent 
measurements of atmospheric condition parameters such as aerosol type, optical depth (visibility) and air 
humidity (column density) as recommended by Richter (pers. comm. 1997) should significantly improve 
results and perhaps even facilitate quantification of aquatic humus concentrations by developing  
algorithms describing the relationship between remotely sensed data and water quality parameters in the 
Tasmanian lakes. 
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